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ABSTRACT 

The video game presented in this paper is a prey-predator game where two preys (human players) must avoid three 
predators (automated players) and must reach a location in the game field (the computer screen) called preys’ home. 
The game is a sequence of matches and the human players (preys) must cooperate in order to achieve the best perform- 
ance against their opponents (predators). The goal of the predators is to capture the preys, which are the predators try to 
have a “rendez vous” with the preys, using a small amount of the “resources” available to them. The score of the game 
is assigned following a set of rules to the prey team, not to the individual prey. In some situations the rules imply that to 
achieve the best score it is convenient for the prey team to sacrifice one of his components. The video game pursues two 
main purposes. The first one is to show how the closed loop solution of an optimal control problem and elementary sta- 
tistics can be used to generate (game) actors whose movements satisfy the laws of classical mechanics and whose be- 
haviour simulates a simple form of intelligence. The second one is “educational”, in fact the human players in order to 
be successful in the game must understand the restrictions to their movements posed by the laws of classical mechanics 
and must cooperate between themselves. The video game has been developed having in mind as players for children 
aged between five and thirteen years. These children playing the video game acquire an intuitive understanding of the 
basic laws of classical mechanics (Newton’s dynamical principle) and enjoy cooperating with their teammate. The 
video game has been experimented on a sample of a few dozen children. The children aged between five and eight years 
find the game amusing and after playing a few matches develop an intuitive understanding of the laws of classical me- 
chanics. They are able to cooperate in making fruitful decisions based on the positions of the preys (themselves), of the 
predators (their opponents) and on the physical limitations to the movements of the game actors. The interest in the 
game decreases when the age of the players increases. The game is too simple to interest a teenager. The game engine 
consists in the solution of an assignment problem, in the closed loop solution of an optimal control problem and in the 
adaptive choice of some parameters. At the beginning of each match, and when necessary during a match, an assign- 
ment problem is solved, that is the game engine chooses how to assign to the predators the preys to chase. The resulting 
assignment implies some cooperation among the predators and defines the optimal control problem used to compute the 
strategies of the predators during the match that follows. These strategies are determined as the closed loop solution of 
the optimal control problem considered and can be thought as a (first) form of artificial intelligence (AI) of the preda- 
tors. In the optimal control problem the preys and the predators are represented as point masses moving according to 
Newton’s dynamical principle under the action of friction forces and of active forces. The equations of motion of these 
point masses are the constraints of the control problem and are expressed through differential equations. The formula- 
tion of the decision process through optimal control and Newton’s dynamical principle allows us to develop a game 
where the effectiveness and the goals of the automated players can be changed during the game in an intuitive way sim- 
ply modifying the values of some parameters (i.e. mass, friction coefficient, ···). In a sequence of game matches the 
predators (automated players) have “personalities” that try to simulate human behaviour. The predator personalities are 
determined making an elementary statistical analysis of the points scored by the preys in the game matches played and 
consist in the adaptive choice of the value of a parameter (the mass) that appears in the differential equations that define 
the movements of the predators. The values taken by this parameter determine the behaviour of the predators and their 
effectiveness in chasing the preys. The predators personalities are a (second) form of AI based on elementary statistics 
that goes beyond the intelligence used to chase the preys in a match. In a sequence of matches the predators using this 
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second form of AI adapt their behaviour to the preys’ behaviour. The video game can be downloaded from the website: 
http://www.ceri.uniroma1.it/ceri/zirilli/w10/. 
 
Keywords: Video Game; Differential Games; Mechanical Dynamical System; Closed Loop Optimal Control 

1. Introduction 

This paper shows how optimal control models and ele- 
mentary statistics can be used to simulate intelligent be- 
haviour in a video game involving two teams of actors. 
The movements of the actors are restricted by the physi- 
cal laws of classical mechanics. The video game is a 
prey-predator game where two human players (preys) 
face the opposition of three automated players (preda- 
tors). The preys pursue the goal of avoiding the predators 
and of reaching a location on the game field called preys’ 
home. The predators pursue the goal of capturing the 
preys (i.e. of having a “rendez vous” with the preys) us- 
ing a small amount of the “resources” available to them. 

The game is a sequence of matches and the human 
players (preys) must cooperate in order to achieve the 
best score against their opponents (predators). The score 
of the game is the sum of the scores of the matches. The 
score of a match is assigned following a set of rules de- 
scribed in Subsection 4.3 to the prey team, not to the in- 
dividual players. The situation where, at the end of a 
match, a prey is captured and the other one has reached 
the preys’ home generates a score higher than the score 
generated by the situation where, at the end of the match, 
the two preys have avoided the rendez vous with the 
predators but neither of them has reached the preys’ 
home. This fact implies that in some circumstances to 
achieve the best score for the prey team it is convenient 
to sacrifice one of the preys. This is an incentive to co- 
operate for the human players. It is believed that this kind 
of cooperation has several positive effects on the psy- 
chological attitude of the players especially if they are 
aggressive young children [1]. 

The video game is addressed to human players aged 
between five and thirteen years and can be used to stimu- 
late children to develop an intuitive understanding of the 
physical laws involved in the game. The children aged 
between five and thirteen years are usually not aware of 
the relations among mass, friction forces, active forces 
and trajectories implied by Newton’s dynamical principle. 
Playing with the video game and observing the behaviour 
of its actors these children develop an intuitive under- 
standing of the dynamical laws. This understanding al- 
lows them to make effective decisions about the strategy 
to implement to reach the goals of the game. During a 
game match some simple forms of cooperation, commu- 
nication and strategic reasoning are employed by the 
preys and by the predators. These features make the vi- 
deo game amusing. 

The video game can be downloaded from the website: 
http://www.ceri.uniroma1.it/ceri/zirilli/w10/. 

1.1. The Advantages of Using Optimal Control  
and Elementary Statistics to Develop a  
Video Game 

The main advantage of using optimal control in the de- 
velopment of a video game is that allows to manage the 
personalities (i.e. the behaviours) of the automated play- 
ers (sometimes called “autonomous synthetic characters”) 
in a simple way and allows to define trajectories satisfy- 
ing physical laws. The effectiveness of the predators in 
chasing the preys depends on the choice of the utility 
functional of the optimal control problem considered in 
the video game (see Formula (7)) and on the equations of 
motion that are the constraints of the control problem. In 
particular it depends on the choice of the parameters that 
appear in the utility functional and in the equations of 
motion. The equations of motion express the physical 
laws involved in the game. That is modeling the video 
game via an optimal control problem generates predators 
that are able to chase the preys and whose movements 
depend on their physical properties (i.e. mass, friction co- 
efficient, ···) and on the trajectories of the preys. Note 
that there is no preassigned scheme for the movement of 
the predators. 

The automated players (autonomous synthetic charac- 
ters) developed in this video game have two forms of 
artificial intelligence (AI). The first one is used to chase 
the preys during a game match. The second one is used 
when a sequence of matches is played to simulate in the 
autonomous characters the behaviour in similar circum- 
stances of human players. This second AI form is articu- 
lated in three different levels. The first one guarantees 
that the predators behave in a slightly different way in 
each match that is they behave depending on the humor 
of the moment. The second level consists in the dynamic 
change of the game difficulty to avoid that the players 
are discouraged or bored as a consequence of the fact 
that the game is too difficult or too easy. The last level 
simulates the emotional reaction of the predators corre- 
sponding to the human satisfaction or anger for a se- 
quence of victories or of defeats (see Subsection 4.8 for 
technical details). 

The mathematical model that determines the move- 
ment of the predators during a match, that is that deter- 
mines the first form of AI, is the optimal control problem. 
In the optimal control problem the game actors are rep- 
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resented as point masses. The action of the actors (preys 
and predators) during a game match can be seen as an 
attempt to solve a “rendez vous” problem for a set of 
point masses that satisfy Newton’s dynamical principle. 
These point masses are subject to external forces and to 
friction forces. The movements of the preys and of the 
predators are obtained as solution of differential equa- 
tions that depend on the external forces. These differen- 
tial equations express Newton’s dynamical principle. The 
external forces acting on the preys are chosen by the hu- 
man players using joypads and those acting on the preda- 
tors are computed by the game engine as the closed loop 
solution of the optimal control problem considered. The 
utility functional of the control problem depends on the 
prey positions and its minimization corresponds to pur- 
suing the goal of chasing the preys using a small quantity 
of the resources available to the predators, which are us- 
ing a small quantity of the external forces acting on the 
predators. The utility functional chosen determines a form 
of cooperation among the predators. In a sequence of ma- 
tches the autonomous characters of the video game (pre- 
dators) modify their behaviour depending on the behav- 
iour of the human players (preys) that confront them, 
which is depending on the points scored by the human 
players in the matches played. This second form of AI is 
built using elementary statistics and exploiting the prop- 
erties of the control problem employed in the video game. 
In fact the statistical analysis of the points scored by the 
human players in a sequence of matches is used to adapt 
the game in relation to the human players actually play- 
ing. This approach has something in common with the 
idea introduced in [2] of defining a difficulty evaluation 
function for a video game. In the video game presented 
in this paper thank to the mathematical model (i.e. the 
optimal control problem) used it is easy to establish a re- 
lation between the ability of the human players and the 
values of the parameters of the model. That is, it is easy 
to modify dynamically the game difficulty level. 

1.2. Research Background 

In recent years the interest in autonomous synthetic char- 
acters has been constantly growing due to the increased 
importance of computer animation and of interactive me- 
dia. In the technical literature several approaches have 
been suggested to build this kind of characters see, for 
example, Prada and Paiva [3] and Millington [4]. 

In video games these characters are associated to au- 
tomated players. In [4] the behaviour of the automated 
players is based on pathfinding algorithms (Section 4.2 
of [4]), and the decision making capability of these play- 
ers is based on the analysis of random trees. Moreover in 
[4] Chapter 7 the question of how to manage learning ex- 
periences of human and automated players based on AI 

and on elementary statistics is discussed (see Section 
7.3.2 of [4]). 

Indeed one of the most relevant challenges in video 
game AI is to create automated players having an appro- 
priate level of effectiveness in pursuing their goals. This 
is often done implementing a finite state machine (see 
Section 5.3 of [4]), that is presenting the game at several 
“levels” of difficulty. This approach suffers from some 
drawbacks, such as the fact that it is not possible to ad- 
just strategies or difficulty dynamically during the game. 
Recently an alternative approach to the finite state ma- 
chine has been introduced (see [5] and the references 
therein). This approach is called Dynamic Difficulty Ad- 
justment (DDA) and consists in changing automatically 
in real time parameters, scenarios or behaviours in the 
video game based on player’s ability and performance. In 
[5] in a simple prey-predator game the DDA approach is 
implemented through a Monte-Carlo tree search. 

However the problem of defining a measure of the 
game difficulty is in general an open question and several 
approaches have been suggested. One of them consists in 
introducing a difficulty evaluation function defined as a 
conditional probability (see [2] and the reference therein) 
on the “lose” or “win” events. In [2] the authors under- 
line that, once established a measure of the game diffi- 
culty, in general it is not easy to change the game diffi- 
culty dynamically using simple mathematical expressions 
of the game parameters. The use of optimal control and 
of elementary statistics to drive the difficulty adjustment 
algorithm proposed in this paper is an example of a prac- 
tical tool to handle this issue. In fact using these mathe- 
matical models we are able to generate video games with 
a level of difficulty calibrated on the individual players. 
In the following Sections and in [6] it is explained why 
modeling a video game through an optimal control prob- 
lem or a differential game is a way to parameterize the 
difficulty of the video game in an intuitive way. 

Another important issue when a multitude of auto- 
mated players is considered is the simulation of group 
behaviour. The simulation of group behaviour of a mul- 
titude of characters is inspired by the study of human be- 
haviour in the social sciences and usually involves some 
elementary mathematical models limited to path-finding 
algorithms and to some elementary formulae that define 
the movements of the synthetic characters in the game 
scene (see [3,7-10]). The problem of building mathema- 
tical models to describe the behaviour of a multitude of 
autonomous characters interacting as a group has also 
been studied outside the context of AI and of social sci- 
ences. For example it has been studied in natural sciences, 
in fact in 1987 Reynolds [11] developed a mathematical 
model of the flocking behaviour of a group of flying 
creatures (birds or insects). Since then several mathe- 
matical models of the social behaviour of several species 
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of animals, such as birds, fishes, insects, have been stud- 
ied. These models are based on dynamical systems and 
usually do not involve optimal control or differential 
games. The three automated players of the video game 
presented here have some cooperative behaviour (see 
Section 1.3) but are not a multitude and do not exhibit a 
group behaviour. 

The movements of the actors in prey-predator video 
games are realized most of the times using mathematical 
approaches simpler than the optimal control approach 
used here (see [9,10,12]). For example in [9,10] the 
movements of automated players are based on ordinary 
differential equations and on several heuristic rules that 
define the movements of articulated bodies consisting of 
rigid links connected by joints. In absence of joints each 
link has six degrees of freedom, three translational and 
three rotational. In [9,10] the authors model the move- 
ments of these bodies, but do not deal with the problem 
of generating players able to make decisions and to co- 
operate to pursue a goal. In [12] the problems of model- 
ing movements and of simulating a decision making pro- 
cess are dealt together and the results presented have 
some similarities to the ones presented in this paper. In 
fact in [12] each actor of the game is characterized by its 
position vector and by a unit vector called “heading di- 
rection”. The heading directions are not necessarily the 
velocities of the actors in the game scene and their dy- 
namics is described by a system of ordinary differential 
equations that depends on the interactions among actors. 
These interactions are modeled through a function in- 
spired by an analogy with potential theory (see [12] for 
further details). Similarly in [13] the authors deal with 
the problem of modeling prey-predator interactions using 
mathematical models that go beyond simple attraction/ 
repulsion models. In fact in [13] a mathematical model 
obtained modifying the Lotka-Volterra two species equa- 
tions [14] is proposed. The Lotka-Volterra two species 
equations describe the interaction between two species in 
an ecosystem, a predator and a prey species, and consists 
in two ordinary differential equations, the first one de- 
scribes how the prey population changes and the second 
one describes how the predator population changes. In 
[13] the authors propose an algorithm to reproduce col- 
lective crowd behaviour based on a Lotka-Volterra two 
species model and on some steering rules that try to si- 
mulate realistic crowd behaviours. Recall that being a 
member of a crowd changes the behaviour of the indi- 
vidual. The models used in [12,13] suffer from the draw- 
back of not being able to change the game difficulty dy- 
namically. 

Finally video games where basic physics principles 
hold are presented in [15,16]. In [15,16] the authors are 
motivated by robotics. Their work is based on the 
ALERT (Active Learning Environments with Robotic 

Tangibles) systems. The ALERT systems have been de- 
veloped for e-learning purposes and recently have been 
used to develop educational video games [16]. However 
these are special cases and the majority of the commer- 
cial games violate basic physics principles and give to 
the players the feeling that physics principles can be dis- 
regarded. For example often in video games movement is 
considered only from the kinematic point of view and 
dynamic principles are neglected. Note that the models 
proposed in [12,13,15,16] do not involve optimal control 
problems or differential games. 

The video game proposed in this paper is an extension 
of the video game presented in [6]. In fact both these 
games are based on mathematical models involving dif- 
ferential equations and define actors whose movements 
satisfy Newton’s dynamical principle. In [6] the strate- 
gies implemented by the predators are suboptimal solu- 
tions of the control problem that models the prey-preda- 
tor dynamics. Moreover in [6] the video game does not 
adapt the predators effectiveness to their human oppo- 
nents. The video game presented in [6] is implemented at 
three different levels of difficulty. The levels of difficulty 
considered are given. The predators of [6] have only the 
intelligence needed to chase the prey in a game match 
complying with Newton’s dynamical principle. The vi- 
deo game presented in this paper uses optimal solutions 
of the control problem and has a mechanism to adjust its 
difficulty to the ability of the human players. 

Let us conclude this subsection noting that in mathe- 
matics rendez vous problems involving two actors or two 
sets of actors whose dynamics is defined by systems of 
differential equations have been widely studied. The 
most common mathematical models used to study these 
problems are optimal control models or differential 
games (see, for example, Athans [17], Isaacs [18]). Dif- 
ferential games are the natural model to describe situa- 
tions where two sets of actors having conflicting goals 
moving on trajectories implicitly defined by differential 
equations must choose their strategies respectively to 
maximize or to minimize a cost functional. The game 
developed here is an attempt to investigate the potential- 
ity of these mathematical models in context of video 
games. 

1.3. Interactive and Cooperative Behaviours in  
the Video Game 

Let us summarize the prey-predator interaction and co- 
operation that will be explained in detail in Section 4. Let 
us group the game actors in two teams, which are the team 
1 actors, the preys, and the team 2 actors, the predators. 

Let us explain more in detail of the interaction and 
cooperation among the game actors. We have already 
mentioned that the cooperation between the human play- 
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ers is induced by the rules used to assign the game score 
(see Subsection 4.3 for further details) and in particular 
by the fact that the score is given to the human team not 
to the individual players. 

At the beginning of the first match played the video 
game engine opens a window on the computer screen for 
each human player (see Figure 1). During the game ex- 
ecution each prey is always at the center of its own win- 
dow. Each window shows a neighborhood of the prey at 
its center. Moreover in each window there is a second 
view of the game scene that shows the game scene on a 
global scale, which is on a scale that shows the location 
of all the actors of the game and the location of the 
preys’ home (see Figure 1). Also this global view of the 
game scene has the prey in its center and in the sequel is 
attributed to the “radar” of the player. 

Each human player before beginning to play a match 
observes the initial scene of the game on his radar and 
chooses a strategy to play the match that follows cooper- 
ating with the other human player. For example, observ- 
ing the predators’ positions each human player decides if 
it is convenient for his survival and for the score of the 
human team in the following match to move towards or 
outwards the preys’ home. 

When the game match starts each human player wa- 
tches the time evolution of the game scene in his win- 
dow and uses a joypad to implement the strategy chosen. 
In each match the human players (preys) and the auto- 
mated players (predators) have a finite amount of time to 
achieve their goals. After the expiration of this time the 
match ends. At the end of each match depending on the 
outcome of the match the human players score some 
points (see Subsection 4.3). Under some conditions a 
new match can be played, that is the game can be re- 
sumed from a new initial scene. During the match the 
interaction between preys and predators takes place. 

In the actual implementation of the game the rendez 
vous of a predator with a prey during a game match cor- 
responds to the fact that the distance between the prey 
and the predator becomes smaller than a given tolerance. 
Similarly during the game match a prey reaches its home 
when the distance of the prey from its home becomes 
smaller than a given tolerance. The preys’ home is rep- 
resented as a brown disk in the game field (see Figure 1). 
A prey after having a rendez vous with a predator or after 
reaching the preys home is removed from the game scene 
for the remaining part of the match. 

During the execution of a game match the data gener- 
ated by the human players using the joypads are trans- 
ferred continuously in time to the game engine. The 
game engine processes these data in real time, that is in 
real time computes the new positions and velocities of 
the preys, and computes the closed loop solution of the 
optimal control problem considered to determine the new  

 

Figure 1. An initial scene of the game. 
 
positions and velocities of the predators. Finally the 
game engine redraws preys and predators positions in the 
windows of the players and updates the global views of 
the game scene shown by the radars of the players. 
Moreover at the beginning of each match and when nec- 
essary during a match the game engine solves the as- 
signment problem. 

During a sequence of matches, depending on the sta- 
tistical analysis of the points scored by the human players 
in the matches played, some parameters that define the 
behaviour of the predators are changed. In the imple- 
mentation of the video game presented in Section 4 the 
parameters changed are the masses of the predators, 
however it is possible to change several other parameters 
appearing in the model defining predators with more 
sophisticated behavioural patterns than those implement- 
ed in Section 4. This mechanism makes the game diffi- 
culty adaptive and simulate an elementary form of per- 
sonality in the predators. 

1.4. Outline of the Paper 

In Section 2 we discuss the “rendez vous” problem and 
its formulation as an optimal control problem. In Section 
3 we present the closed loop solution of the optimal con- 
trol problem formulated in Section 2. In Section 4 we 
explain the video game, in particular we explain the co- 
operative behaviour of the preys and of the predators and 
we show how the personalities of the predators are gen- 
erated and adaptively changed during a sequence of 
matches (see Section 4.8). Moreover we present some 
technical and practical details of the implementation of 
the video game. In Section 5 we summarize the experi- 
ence of a few dozen of children that have played with the 
video game and we draw some conclusions. 

2. The Mathematical Model Used in the  
Game Engine 

Let us formulate the optimal control problem whose so- 
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lution is implemented in the engine of the video game. 
The position of the five actors of the video game (two 
preys and three predators) is given by five two-dimen- 
sional vectors in the Euclidean plane. These vectors and 
all the other vectors appearing in this paper are column 
vectors. The preys and the predators are point masses 
moving in the Euclidean plane. We use the vectors ix , 

 to denote the prey positions and the vectors 1,2,i = jy , 
 to denote the predator positions. Let  

be a constant, we assume that the game matches begin at 
time  and end at time . That is the game 
matches take place for t  such that . The 
vectors 

1,2,3j =

t =

,

0

0T >

T
0t T= >

0 t≤ ≤
( )i ix x t= , ,  0 t≤ ≤ T 1,i = 2, ( ) ,j jy y t=  

  describe the movements of the 
game actors in the Euclidean plane during a match, that 
is they describe the action going on in the game scene 
during a match. 

0 ,Tt≤ ≤ 1, 2,3,j =

The human players animate the preys located in ix , 
 and in the time interval  pursue the 

goals of avoiding the rendez vous with the predators 
located in 

1,2,i = 0 t T≤ ≤

jy ,  and of reaching as soon as 
possible the preys home (that is a fixed location in the 
plane). These goals are pursued acting on two joypads. 
The action on the joypads of the human players defines 
two vector functions 

1,2,3,j =

( ) ,i iu u t=    
taking values in the Euclidean plane. For  the 
vector 

0 t≤ ≤
0

, 1,2,i =
t T≤ ≤

T

( )i iu u t=  is the active force acting on the point 
mass representing the prey , . i 1,2i =

Let  given the forces 0 Tτ< ≤ , ( ) ,i iu u t=  
, , the game engine computes the corre-

sponding movements of the preys 
0 t τ≤ ≤ 1,2i =

( )i ix x t= , , 
. In the video game for every  such that 

, at time t  the positions of the preys up to 
time , that is 

0 t τ≤ ≤
1,2i =

0 t≤ ≤
t

t
T

( )1
i ix x τ= , 1 ,  are 

known to the automated players. The preys have a 
similar knowledge of the preys and predators positions. 

0 tτ≤ ≤ 1, 2,=i

The automated players (predators) located in  
( )j jy y t= , ,  in the time interval 
 pursue the goals of having a rendez vous with 

the preys located in 

0 t T≤ ≤ 1,2,3,j =
0 t T≤ ≤

( )i ix x t= , ,  us- 
ing a “small quantity” of the active forces at their dis- 
posal. These active forces are denoted with 

0 t T≤ ≤ 1, 2,i =

( )j jv v t= , 
  and are functions of t  taking 

values in the Euclidean plane. The force 
0 ,t T≤ ≤ 1,2,3j = ,

( )j jv v t= , 
 acts on the point mass representing the preda- 

tor   
0 t T≤ ≤

,j j
,

1,2,3.=

2.1. Newton’s Dynamical Principle Applied to  
Preys and Predators Movement 

The functions ( )ix t , ,  are solutions 
of the following differential equations:  

0 t T≤ ≤ 1,2,i =

, 0 , 1,2,i i

ii i

x x
m x x u t T iα= + < < =         (1) 

with the initial conditions:  

( ) 0,0 , 1,i ix x i= = 2,              (2) 

( ) 0,0 , 1,ii
xx v i= = 2,              (3) 

where ,  denote respectively the first and second 
order derivatives with respect to  of  and i

∗ ∗
t ∗

x
m , ix

α , 
, are real constants. The constants ix

,  
, are the masses of the preys. The constants  

x
,  are the coefficients of the friction 

forces acting on the preys. The vectors 

1,2i =
1,2i =

0iα <

0>m

1, 2,i =
0,ix , 0,i

xv  are 
given and represent respectively the initial position and 
the initial velocity of the prey , . Note that the 
forces 

i 1,2i =
( )i iu u t= ,  , appear in (1) as 

forcing terms. 
0 ,t T< < 1,2i =

The predators functions ( )jy t , ,  
are solutions of the following differential equations:  

0 t T≤ ≤ 1,2,3,j =

, 0 , 1,2,3,j j
j j j

y y
m y y v t T jα= + < < =       (4) 

with the initial conditions:  

( ) 0,0 , 1,2j jy y j= = ,3,            (5) 

( ) 0,0 , 1,2,jj
yy v j= = 3,            (6) 

where ,  are the masses of the preda- 
tors and 

y
,  are the coefficients of the 

friction forces acting on the predators. The vectors 

0jy
m >

0jα <
1,2,3,j =

1,2,3j = ,
0, j
yy , 

0, j
yv  are given and represent respectively the initial posi- 

tion and the initial velocity of the predator ,  
Note that the forces 

j 1, 2,3.j =
( )j jv v t= , ,  

appear in (4) as forcing terms and that they are deter- 
mined as solution of the optimal control problem formu- 
lated below. 

0 t< < T 1, 2,3,j =

The differential Equations (1) and (4) are interpreted 
as Newton’s dynamical principle (ma F= )  for two sets 
of point masses representing respectively the preys and 
the predators. In this sense they are inspired by classical 
mechanics and the movements implicitly defined by 
them, that is the trajectories of the preys and of the 
predators, satisfy basic physics laws. Let us point out that 
for every  such that 0  once known the data τ Tτ< ≤

( )iu t , , , it is possible to derive an ex- 
plicit formula that gives the corresponding trajectories of 
the preys 

0 τt≤ < 1,i = 2

( )ix t , , , up to time . 
This formula reduces the solution of the initial value 
problem (1), (2), (3), that defines 

0 t τ≤ < 1,i = 2 t τ=

( ) ,ix t  , to 
the evaluation of an integral that contains the control 
function 

0 t≤ ≤ T

( )iu t , , . A similar state- 
ment holds for the initial value problems (4)-(6). 

0 ≤ <t Tτ ≤ i =1,2

2.2. The Optimal Control Problem and the  
Dynamics of the Game Actors 

Given ( )ix t , ,  we determine 0 t T≤ ≤ 1,2,i = ( )jv t , 
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0 t T≤ ≤ ,  as solution of the optimal control 
problem:  

1, 2,3,j =

( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

3

0, 1,2,3 1

2 3
,

0
1 1

min , d
2

,
2

j

j

i j

T j jv

v j j

Tx y i j i j

i j

v t v t t

d ,x t y t x t y t t

μ

μ

= =

= =





+ − − 


 

 
  (7) 

subject to the constraints (4), (5), (6). In (7) ,⋅ ⋅  de- 
notes the scalar product in the Euclidean plane. Later 

,⋅ ⋅  will denote the scalar product in a generic Euclid- 
ean space not necessarily two dimensional. The quanti- 
ties 

,i jx y
μ , ,  and 1,2i = 1,2,3,j = jv

μ ,  
that appear in (7) are nonnegative constants satisfying 
some conditions that will be specified later. Note that in 
order to be usable in the video game engine the solution 
of the control problem (7), (4), (5), (6) must be in closed 
loop form. That is for any  such that , from 
the knowledge of 

1,2,3,j =

T≤ ≤τ 0 τ
( )ix t 0 t≤ <, , , we must 

determine 
τ 1,i = 2

( )jv t 0, . t τ≤ <
Let us explain why the initial value problem (1), (2), 

(3) and the control problem (7), (4), (5), (6) are a legiti- 
mate mathematical model of the game described in the 

Introduction. In fact the control functions ( )iu t ,  

0 t T≤ ≤ ,  are chosen by the human players act- 
ing on the joypads based on the observation of the scene 
on the computer screen and are interpreted as forces act- 
ing on the preys. These forces define implicitly (through 
the initial value problems (1), (2), (3)) the strategy fol- 
lowed by the human players to achieve their goals. The 
choice of the control functions 

1, 2,i =

( )iu t , , 
, is reflected in the control problem (7), (4), (5), (6) 

through the presence in (7) of the functions 

0 t T≤ ≤
1,2i =

( )ix t , 
,  This implies that the choice of the 

control functions made by the human players determines 
the behaviour of the automated players obtained solving 
the control problem (7), (4), (5), (6). The control func- 
tions 

0 t T≤ ≤ 1, 2.i =

( )t 0jv

3

, ,  solution of (7), (4), 
(5), (6) define implicitly through the initial value prob- 
lems (4), (5), (6) the movements of the predators. Let us 
explain more in detail the cost functional (7). For , 

 when the nonnegative constant 

t T≤ ≤ 1, 2,3,j =

1,2i =

,i j1,2,j =
x y

μ  is 
greater than zero making small the term  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),

0
,

2

i j Tx y i j i j dx t y t x t y t t
μ

− −  of (7) corre-  

sponds to trying to realize the rendez vous between the 
predator  and the prey i  nd similarly when the non- 
negative constant 

j a
jv

μ  i eater than zero making small  

the term 

s gr

( ) ( )
0

, d
2

j T j jv v t v t t
μ


pt of using a “small q

 of (7) corresponds to  

the attem uantity” of the control 
function jv  (i.e. the available resource) during the ren-  

dez vous In the game implementation we choose . 
1jv

μ = , 1, 2,3j = . The choice of the constants 
,i jx y

μ , 
  corresponds to the solution o  
ent  mentioned previously, that is corre- 

sponds to the assignment of the preys to the predators. In 
fact for 1, 2,i =  1, 2,3j =  when 

,
0i jx y

1, 2,i =
assignm

1,2,3,j =
 problem

f the

μ >  the prey i  
is assign h r j  (th predator  
chases the prey i ), when 

,
0jy

ed to t e predato at is the j

ix
μ =  the prey i  is not 

assigned to the predator j lue of the onstant 

,i j

. The va c

x y
μ  is a measure of the “attraction” of the predator j  

ds the prey i , 1, 2,i =  1, 2,3.j =  That is f  
1, 2,i =  1, 2,3j =  increasi  the constant 

towar

,i j

or
ng the value of

x y
μ  i
the pr

n e attraction of the predator j  toward 
ey i . In the implementation of the ga e when 

,
0i jx y

creases th
m

μ > we choose 
,

2i jx y
 μ = , 1,2,i =  1, 2,3.j =  
ment of the pr  p d  

game engine at the beginning of each match satisfies the 
following rules: 1) each predator must chase only one 
prey, 2) each prey must be chased by at least one preda- 
tor. These rules imply a kind of cooperation between the 
predators. The assignment of the preys to the predators is 
redone during a match when a prey is captured by a 
predator (i.e. there is a rendez vous) or when a prey 
reaches the preys’ home. In these cases only one prey re- 
mains active in the game scene and all the predators chase 
it. Note that when a rendez vous takes place or a prey 
reaches the prey home the differential models (1), (2), (3) 
and (7), (4), (5), (6) are reformulated in an obvious way 
to take care of the situation determined by these events. 

The match begins at time 0t =  and ends at time  

The assign eys to the redators one by the

1t= , 10 t T< < , where 1t e smallest time va
 that 1t  two preys have reached the preys’ 

home or one prey has been captured and the other one 
has reached the prey home or two preys have been cap- 
tured. In all the remaining cases the match ends when the 
time assigned to the match is expired, that is when t T= . 
At the beginning of each match when a new (in  
scene is proposed the game engine does the assignment 
of the preys to the predators (i.e. chooses the constants 

,i j

t
such

 is th lue 
for t =

 

itial)

x y
μ , 1, 2,i =  1, 2,3j = ) simply associating to each 

he t pre Moreover the engine verifies 
that the assignment obtained in this way satisfies the 
rules stated above. For example when using the “nearest 
predator rule” two preys are assigned to the same preda- 
tor the engine changes this assignment, assigning to this 
predator only the nearest prey and giving the other prey 
to the nearest predator among the remaining ones. In the 
assignment problem when necessary some simple choices 
are done. For example, degenerate cases such as the case 
when there are two preys at the same distance from the 
nearest predator are solved making random choices. The 
assignment chosen by the game engine satisfies always 
the rules stated above. 

prey t neares dator. 
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3. The “Closed Loop” Solution of the  
e  

Le e integer,  be the  dimen- 

Optimal Control Problem Used in th
Game Engine 

t p  be a positiv p p
siona real Euclidean space and l 2  be t  two di- 
mensional null vector. Let us sol osed loop form 
the optimal control problem (7), (4), (5), (6). We define 
the vector of the state variables of problem (7), (4), (5), 
(6) at time t , 

20 ∈
ve in cl

he

( ) 12tξ ∈ , 0 t T≤ ≤ , and the vector 
( ), 12i a tξ ∈ , 0 at he position of the 

me ,2 , that is:  
t T≤ ≤ ,

 t , 1i =
 th

prey  at ti
contains t

 i

( )

( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

1
iy t 

1

2
2

,

2
2

3

3 2

0

, , 0 , 1,2.
0

0

i
i a

i

x t
y t

y t x t
t t t T i

y t

x ty t

y t

ξ ξ

             = = ≤ ≤ =                 







 (8) 

Moreover let us introduce the vector of the control 
functions at time t , ( ) 6w t ∈ , 0 t T≤ ≤ , that is:  

( )
( )
( )
( )

1

2

3

, 0 .

v t

w t v t t T

v t

 
 

= < 
 
 

 <         (9) 

Recall that the vectors defined in (8), (9) are column 
vectors. For later convenience we define 2I  to be the 
2 2×  identity matrix and 2O  to be the 2 2  null ma- 

he optimal control problem (7), (4), (6) can be 
rewritten as follows:  

×
(5), trix. T

( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )
0

2
, ,

0
1

1 Tmin , d
2

1
, d ,

2

w

T i a i a
i

i

w t Rw t t

t t Q t t tξ ξ ξ ξ
=




+ − − 





  (10) 

subject to the constraints:  

( ) ( ) ( ) , 0 ,Bw t t T< <       (11) 

with the initial condition:  

t A tξ ξ= +

( )

1,0

1,0

2,0

0

2,0

3,0

3,0

0 ,

y

y

y

y

v

y

v

y

v

ξ ξ

 
 
 
 
 = =  
 
 
 
 
 

              (12) 

where 0 1ξ ∈  2 is a column vector. The matrices 
, and 

iQ , 
1,2i = A  are 12 12×  real matrices, B  is

real mat x and  6 6×  real matrix. These 
es are given by:  

I Oμ

 a 

12 6×  
matric

1,

iQ

i

=

=

ri  is a



 (13) 

R

2,ix y

1

3

2 2 2 2 2 2,

2 2 2 2 2 2

2 2 2 2 2

2 2 2 2 2

2 2 2 2 2,

2 2 2 2 2 2

,

2,

i

i

x y

x y

O O O O

O O O O O O

O O I O O O

O O O O O O

O O O I O

O O O O O O

μ

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

2

2

2O μ

1

1

2

2

3

3

2 2 2 2

2

2

2

2

2

O

O

O

I

I

O

2 2

2 2

2

2 2 2 2 2

2 2 2 2 2

2 2 2 2 2

2 2 2 2

2

,

y

y

y

y

y

y

O I O O

O O O O
I

m

O O O O O

O O O O O

O O O O I

m

O O O O

2 2

O

A

I
m

α

α

α

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 =
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  (14) 

1

3

2 2 2

2 2
2

2 2 2

2 2
2

2 2 2

2 2
2

1

,

1

y

y

O

O O
I

m

O

O OB I

O

2

1

y

O O

O O

m

O O

O O
I

m

 
 
 
 
 
 
 =  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

         (15) 

        (16) 

e matrix vector pr cts appearing in (10), (11) are 

 the 

1

2

3

2 2 2

2 2 2

2 2 2

.
v

v

v

I O O

R O I O

O O I

μ

μ

μ

 
 

=  
  
 

 

Th
the 

as

odu

 i

usual rows by columns matrix, vector products. 
Note that for 1,2i =  the matrix iQ  defines
signment of the p  to the predat  and that the 

functions 
rey ors,

( ),i a tξ , 0 t T≤ ≤ , 1,2i = , are data in the 
optimal co ob  (1 ). 

It is easy to see that the first and the sec
ntrol pr

ond term of the 

blem (10), 

lem (10), 1), (12

co

(1

st functional (10) correspond respectively to the first 
and the second term of the cost functional (7). 

The special form of the optimal control pro
1), (12) (i.e.: quadratic cost functional and linear con- 
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straints) guarantees that the Hamilton Jacobi equation 
associated to it can be reduced to a system of ordinary 
differential equations that can be integrated numerically 
(see [19] pp. 138-142) to obtain an approximate closed 
loop solution of the optimal control problem (10), (11), 
(12) or equivalently of the problem (7), (4), (5), (6). Pro- 
ceeding in this way we approximate the strategy of the 
predators ( )w t∗ , 0 t T≤ ≤ , solution of problem (10), 
(11), (12), as follows:  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )
2

1 T∗ −  ,
1, 2,

1

,

0 ,

i a
i i

i

w t R B K t t t k t

t T

ξ ξ∗

=

= − − + 

≤ ≤

  

(17) 

where the optimal trajectory of the state variables ( )t∗ , ξ
dif

ferential 
0 t T≤ < , is the solution of the following system of - 

equations:  

( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )(2
1 T ,

1, 2,
1

,

0 ,

i a
i i

i

BR B K t t t k t

t T

ξ ξ− ∗

=

 − ⋅ − +
≤ <

  (18) 

with the initial condition:  

)

t A tξ ξ∗ ∗=

( ) 00 ,ξ ξ∗ =               (19) 

and ( )1,iK t  is a  real mat12 12× rix, ( ) 12k t ∈  is a 2,

s 
i

( )1,ivecto t T≤ , . The quantitier, 0 ≤ 1,2i = K t ,  
( )2,ik t , , 1 2 , that appear in

s oll  systems of differential equa- 
tions:  

K

0
tion  of t

t T< <
he f

,i =
owing

 (17), (18) are 
solu

< =
   (20) 

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )

T
1, 1, 1,

1 T
1, 1, , 0 , 1,2,

i i i i

i i

t K t A A K t Q

K t BR B K t t T i−

= − − −

+ <
 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )

T ,
1,2, 2,

,
1, , 0 , 1,2,

i a
ii i

i a
i

k t A k t K t A t

K t t t T i

ξ

ξ

= − −

+ < < =



      (21) 

with the final conditions:  

,           (22) ( )1,K T , 1, 2i O i= =  

( )2, 0, 1,2,ik T i= =            (23) 

where in (22), (23)  and  O 0  are
di

 respectively the 
12 12×  null matrix and he 12 mensional null vector. 

stem of ordinary differential Equations (20) is 
Riccati system of differential equations. Note that the 
matrices ( )1, 1,i i

 t
The sy

K K t= , 0 t T< ≤ , 1,2i = , solutions of 
(20), (22) pu er at time 0t =  
integrating backward in time (20) starting from the  
condition (22). This can be done, for example, using 
Euler method. This is possible since Equations (20), (22) 
do not depend on the trajectories 

, can be com ted (num ically) 
 final

( ),i a tξ , 0 t T≤ ≤ , 
1,2i = . 

( )2, 2,i ik k t=The vectors , ,  solu- 
tio  cannot be

0 t T< ≤
omputed a

1,2,i =
time t =ns of (21), (23)  c t 0  in 

the same way since to do that we should know at time 
0t =  the functions ( ),i a tξ , 1,2,i =  in the interval 

T≤ . However it o assume that at 
0  the prey trajectories contained in the func- 

tions 

0 t≤
time 

 is not possible t
t =

(,i aξ
al 0

)t , 0 t T≤ ≤ , 1,2i = , are known in the time 
interv t T

Hence
≤ ≤ . 

 in order to compute the solution of the optimal 
control problem (10), (11), (12) we proceed as follows: 

Step 0. Decompose the interval [ ]0,T  in q   

su where bintervals, that is let [ ]0, ,j jT t t += , 
1q−

10j=    

jt jT q= , 0,1, ,j q= − 1q  do 

Step 1. Solve num

1;  For 0,1, ,j = −
the following steps: 

erically using Euler method back- 
ward in time the system of ordinary differential Equations  

(20) in the interval 1,j jt t +    with the null condition at 

1jt t=  and store proximation ( )+ the ap 1,i jK t  of 

(1,i j )K t , 1,2i = , obtained in this way. 

 the knowledge of ( ),i a
jtStep 2. From ξ , ( ),i a

jtξ , 

( ),i a
jt  approximate ξ ( ),i a tξ  and 1j+ (t - 

 

),
1

i a
jξ +

  re

spectively with ( ),i a tξ 1j+ , ( ),
1

i a
jtξ +

  give - 

lowing formulae: 

n by the fol

 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2

, , , ,
1

1
,

2
i a i a i a i a

j j j

T T
t t t

q q
ξ ξ ξ ξ+

   
= + +   

   
 

jt (24) 

( ) ( ) ( ), , ,
1 .i a i a i a

j j j

T
t t

q
ξ ξ ξ+

 
= +  

 
    t      (25) 

Solve numerically using Euler method backward in 
time the system of differential Equations (21) in the in- 
terval 1,j jt t +   , with the null condition at 1jt t += , that 
is compute:  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )(
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ))

T
1 12,

, ,
1, 1 1 1, 1 1 , 1, 2,

j j ji

i a i a
i j j i j j

t T q A k t

K t A t K t t iξ ξ

+ +

+ + + +

− −

− + =



  
(26) 

with the final conditions:  

2, 2,i ik t k= 

( )2,ik t =
1 0, 1,2,j i+ =             (27) 

where ( )2,i jk t  is the quantity that approximates  

( )2,i jk t 2 . 

3. F he 

, 

Step rom t knowledge of an approximation  

1,i =

( )jt∗  of ξ ( )jtξ ∗  compute numerically an approxima- 

tion ( 1jt∗
+ )ξ  of ( )1jtξ ∗

+  at time 1jt t +=  solving  

(18), ng Eu hod forwar ime, which i(19) usi ler met d in t s 
compute:  
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )

1

3
,1 T

1, 2,
1

.

j j j j j

i a
i j j j ji

i

t t t A t t t

BR B K t t t k t

ξ ξ

ξ ξ

∗ ∗
+

− ∗

=

+ − − −

 ⋅ − + 

 


 (28) 

Recall that the initial condition at  of

1 1j jtξ ∗
+ +=

0 0t t= =  ( )tξ ∗ , 
0 t T≤ ≤ , is given by:  

( ) ( ) ( ) 0
0 0 .t0tξ ξ ξ ξ∗ ∗= ∗= =         (29) 

Finally compute the approximation ( )1jt∗
+  of the w

optimal control ( )1jw t∗
+  at time 1jt t +=  formula 

(17).  
Note that usin  0-3 in o approximate 

th

 using

g the Steps  order t
e optimal strategy ( )1jw t∗

+  and the optimal trajectory 
( )1jtξ ∗

+  at time 1jt = is necessary to know only t +  it 
( )jtξ ∗  and (,i a )jtξ 1,2 , 0,1, , 1j q= − . 

e implement io e vi n 
, i =

at n oIn th scribed i
Se

4. The Video Game Implementation and the  

Th  Sections and 

ws XP, Vista and 

ust avoid the rendez vous with the 

 

f th deo game de
ction 4 Steps 0-3 are used with 30T =  seconds and 

300q = . 

Personalities of the Predators 

e video game described in the previous
further specified in this Section has been implemented in 
C# (C sharp) language and can be downloaded from the 
website: http://www.ceri.uniroma1.it/ceri/zirilli/w10/. The 
website contains also some auxiliary material that helps 
the understanding of this paper. 

4.1. System Requirements 

The video game works under Windo
Windows 7 both on 32-bit and on 64 bit thank to a setup 
that recognizes the hardware configuration (32 or 64 bit). 
To play it is necessary to use the joypad Xbox 360 con- 
troller for Windows (see Figure 2). Each human player 
must have a joypad. 

4.2. Game Setting 

The human players m
three automated players (the predators) and must reach a 
given location in the plane called preys’ home. The 
preys’ home is represented by a brown disk with a yel- 
low center on the computer screen. The game field is the 
entire plane and each prey has at its disposal a window 
on the computer screen (see Figure 1). During the game 
each prey is always at the center of its window. That is 
the window scrolls up, down, left and right according to 
the movement of the prey. In every window in the right 
top corner there is a global view of the game scene pro- 
vided by the “radar” of the prey. This global view of the 
scene has the prey at its center and shows all the actors of 
the game and the preys’ home. Finally in the left bottom 
corner of every window there is an arrow that indicates 

 

Figure 2. The joypad Xbox 360. 
 

e direction (within the window) of the vector that joins 

are: 1) two 
pr

 of matches, each 
m

tches a

th
the center of the window with the preys’ home. This ar- 
row is particularly useful when the preys’ home does not 
appear in the local view of the game scene shown in the 
window to indicate to the prey the direction where to go 
to find its home. Figure 1 shows the two windows of the 
preys as they appear on the computer screen. 

The possible outcomes of a game match 
eys reach the preys’ home, 2) one prey reaches the 

preys’ home and the other prey has not been captured at 
time t T= , 3) one prey reaches the preys’ home and the 
other has been captured, 4) two preys have not 
reached the preys’ home and have not been captured at 
time t T= , v) one prey has not reached the preys’ home 
and has t been captured at time t T=  and the other 
prey has been captured, 6) both preys have been captured. 
To these different outcomes are attributed points follow- 
ing the rules specified in Section 4.3. 

The game consists in a sequence

prey 

no

atch has a duration of thirty seconds, that is 30T =  
seconds. Each match starts from its own initial sce  
initial scene is made of the location of the preys’ home 
and of the preys and predators positions at time 0t = . 
The velocities of the preys and of the predators a  

0t =  are chosen to be zero. The initial scenes of the ma- 
re generated randomly. The way of specifying the 

personalities of the predators in a sequence of matches is 
discussed in Section 4.8. At the beginning of each match 
the human players observe the initial scene of the game 
looking at their windows on the screen, in particular 
looking at the image of the game scene shown by their 
radars. Before the beginning or during a pause of a match 
the game action is stopped and the human players can 
agree on an eventually cooperative strategy to play the 
match. The choice of the strategy is dictated by the desire 
of making in the match the best point score that is com- 
patible with the game scene and with the game rules. The 
strategy chosen must be implemented by the human 

ne. An

t time
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players using the joypads in the action that takes place 
after starting or resuming the match. 

As already said the match is over when  or be- 
fo

4.3. Score Rules 

me is computed summing the scores 

prey that has not reached the 
pr

h prey that has reached the 
pr

ted to the team of the hu- 
m

of the match, 
th

4.4. Radar View of the Game 

 shown by the radar is 

4.5. Preys’ Home 

 location in the plane denoted with a 

 and Cooperation 

ored disks 
 shown on 

e game, that is: START button, BACK but- 
to

t T=
s re t T=  when one of the following condition are sat- 

isfied: the two preys have been captured, the two preys 
have reached their home, one prey has been captured and 
the other has reached the preys’ home. The game ends 
when one of the human players presses the BACK button 
of the joypad or when the maximum number of matches 
allowed has been played. In the downloadable version of 
the game the maximum number of matches allowed is 
100. 

The score of the ga
made in the matches. The score of a match is computed 
using the following rules: 

1) One point for each 
eys’ home and has not been captured at the end of the 

match, that is at t T= , 
2) Three points for eac
eys’ home during the match. 
The points scored are attribu
an players not to the players individually. 
Note that the score rules, the initial scene 
e rules used in the assignment of the preys to the preda- 

tors and the personalities of the predators (see Section 
4.8) determine the strategy that the human players must 
choose at the beginning of each match. 

The global view of the game scene
a disk on the right top corner of the window associated to 
each prey (Figure 1). In this view the game scene is 
shown completely, that is in this view of the scene the 
preys’ home (brown disk with a yellow center), the 
predators (green, orange and yellow disks) and the preys 
(red and violet disks) are shown. Each prey is at the cen- 
ter of the scene shown by its radar. The view of the scene 
shown by the radar can be removed from the window 
pressing the GREEN button of the joypad. 

The preys’ home is a
brown disk with a yellow center (Figure 1). This loca- 
tion is generated randomly at the beginning of each 
match and remains unchanged during the match. The 
preys’ home is always visible in the global view of the 
game scene shown by the radars and the arrow in the left 
bottom corner of the window of each prey indicates the 
direction within the window where to go to find the 
preys’ home (Figure 1). 

4.6. Preys Movements

The preys are point masses represented as col
(red or violet) in the global views of the scene
the computer screen and their movements are implicitly 
defined by the equations of motion (1) with the initial 
conditions (2), (3). In its own window the prey is the co- 
lored (red, violet) guy at the center of the window (see 
Figure 1). The masses and the friction coefficients of the 
preys are assigned at the beginning of the game by the 
game engine and they remain unchanged until the end of 
the game. 

Five buttons of the joypad are used by the human play- 
ers during th

n, GREEN button, top left washer and bottom right 
washer (see Figure 2). 

The forces ( )i iu u t= , 0 t T≤ ≤ , 1,2i = , appearing 
in Equation (1) are chosen hum players acting 
on low

 by the 
The movem

an 
ent of the joypads as fol s.  the top left 

washer to the right provides a force that pushes the prey 
to the right of the computer screen, the movement of the 
top left washer up provides a force that pushes the prey 
upwards on the computer screen and so on. The force 
magnitude is directly proportional to the washer slope. 
That is the signals transmitted by the top left washers of 
the joypads to the game engine are interpreted as two 
pairs of real numbers 1

iq , 2
iq  belonging to the range 

[ ]1,1−  that can be identified respectively with the Car- 
tesian components (in th  “natural” frame of reference) 

vectors 
e

of the iu  appearing in Equation (1), 1,2i = . 
These pairs of numbers are functions of time. The move- 
ments impressed n the top left washers as a func f 
time define the forces that the human players provide to 
the corresponding preys as a function of time. 

Before starting a match (or before resuming a paused 
match) the human players must observe the g

 o tion o

ame scene 
on their radar views and depending on the scene ob- 
served they must choose a strategy to play the match that 
follows. For example, if one prey is close to the preys’ 
home but has two predators in its immediate vicinity, 
these predators are presumably assigned to its capture. In 
this case it could be convenient in order to maximize the 
score made in the match to move this prey far from the 
preys’ home forcing the two predators assigned to its 
capture to follow it and as a consequence to move far 
from the preys’ home. This makes easier for the other 
prey to reach home. The choice of the previous strategy 
is motivated by the fact that the score made when one 
prey reaches home and the other is captured or remains 
alive until the end of the match is higher than the score 
obtained when the two preys remain alive until the end of 
the match but neither of them reaches the preys’ home. 
Note that in the choice of their strategy the human play- 
ers must keep in mind that at the beginning of the match 
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one of the preys will be chased by one predator and the 
other one will be chased by two predators. Moreover the 
strategy chosen must consider the assignment rule, that is 
must consider the fact that basically the predators are 
assigned to chase the prey nearest to them in the initial 
scene. Hence at the beginning of a match looking at the 
initial scene shown by the radars the human players can 
image which one of the preys will be chased by two 
predators. Moreover the human players must consider the 
fact that in the initial scene of a match the velocities of 
the preys and of the predators are zero and that this is not 
true in general in the scene of a paused match. After a 
few matches, the human players should be able to evalu- 
ate the differences between the predators. This informa- 
tion is relevant in the choice of the prey strategies in par- 
ticular it is relevant when the predators are located near 
the preys’ home. However as will be seen in Section 4.8 
the personalities of the predators change during a se- 
quence of matches and as a consequence the human 
players in the choice of their strategy must adapt their 
criteria to the changes of the predator personalities. 

4.7. Predators Movements and Cooperation 

The predators are point masses represented as co
disks (green, orange and red) on the computer screen

lored 
 and 

sonalities 

 in order to simu- 
 the (supposed) hu- 

ented. 

their movements are implicitly defined by the equations 
of motion (4) with the initial conditions (5), (6). Each 
predator pursues the goal of chasing the prey assigned to 
it by the game engine using a “small quantity” of the re- 
sources available to it (i.e. of its control function). The 
predators are different one from the others. That is the 
parameters that appear in the predator equations are dif- 
ferent for the red, orange and green predator. As ex- 
plained in Section 4.8 in the game actually implemented 
during a sequence of matches the masses of the predators 
change depending on the behaviour of the preys while 
the values of the other parameters have a standard value 
that remains unchanged. 

4.8. The Predator Per

When a sequence of matches is played
late a predators behaviour similar to
man behaviour in the similar circumstances an elemen- 
tary statistical analysis of the points scored by the human 
players in the matches played is used. This mechanism 
provides a form of artificial intelligence to the predators 
that goes beyond the artificial intelligence used to chase 
the preys in a match. In particular out of this mechanism 
three specific forms of artificial intelligence (in short AI 
forms) are implemented. The first AI form consists in 
having the predators to behave in a slightly different way 
in each match. This corresponds to the fact that the hu- 
man behaviour in similar circumstances is not always the 

same but, for example, depends on the humor of the mo- 
ment. The second AI form consists in calibrating the ef- 
fectiveness of the predators in chasing the preys accord- 
ing to the ability of the preys. This is done to avoid to 
discourage or to bore the human players as a conse- 
quence of the fact that the predators are too effective or 
too ineffective in chasing the preys. The third AI form 
wants to simulate in the predator behaviour the emotional 
reaction of a human player to a sequence of defeats or of 
victories. 

Let us go into the details of how these three AI forms 
are implem

For 1,2,3j =  we begin assigning to the mass jy
m  

of the predator j  three possible values j j
k

y y
m m , =

1,2,= that 1 2 303 , such k j j jy y y
m m m< < < . The para  

ters 
,i j

me-

x y
μ , 1, 2i = , 1, 2,3j = , are chosen s

t problem an ro or two. The 
param  

olving the 
assignmen

eters
d take the values ze

jy
α , jv

μ , 1, 2j = ,3 , are assigned at the 
beginning of the game and kept constant during the 
matches. W ve jv

 
e ha  1μ = , 

2 0
y

dator). 

1,2,3 , and 1 0.4
y

α = −  

= −  (yellow ator) and

j =

(pink predator), .7α  pred  

3 1
y

α = −  (green pre

plement the first AI f
nning of each matc

To im orm we do the following: at 
the begi h a random variable jh  is 
sampled, 1, 2,3j = . The random variable jh  assigns to 
the mass of the predator j  the values j

k

y
m , 3k = , 

with probab
1,

ility 1 4  and the value 2
jy

m  with probabil- 
ity 1 2 , 1, 2,3j = . 

To implement the second AI form nce every ten 
mat  en

, o
ches, the game gine checks the score made by the 

hu

 

man players in the last ten matches and compares it 
with the maximum score attainable in the matches. If the 
score made is smaller than 20% of the maximum score 
attainable the masses of the predators are increased of 
20%, that is ( )1 0.2j j

k k

y y
m m= + , 1, 2,3k = , 1, 2,3j = , 

if the score made is greater than 70% of the maximum 
score attainable  
of 20%, that is ( )1 0.2j j

k k

y y
m m= − , 1, 2,3k = ,  

1, 2,3j = . Let us point out that increasing the mass of a 
predator makes , as

, makes easier for the preys to avoid the “rendez 
vous” with this predator. Similarly decreasing the mass 
of a predator makes it faster in its movement and, as a 
consequence, makes more difficult for the preys to avoid 
the “rendez vous” with this predator. That is increasing 
the masses of the predators makes the game easier for the 
human players and decreasing the masses of the preda- 
tors makes the game more difficult for the human players. 
In this way the difficulty of the game increases or de- 
creases depending on the ability of the human players. 
Moreover the random behaviour of the masses of the 
predators that vary between the values k

 the masses of the pre

it slower in its m

dators 

ovement and

are decreased

 a con-
sequence

jm , 1, 2,3k = , 
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depending on the value sampled from the random vari- 
able jh , 1, 2,3j = , makes impossible to ow y 
the ability of the predators when planning a strategy at 
the be n atch. 

Let us call defeat a match where two preys have been 
captured and victory a m

 kn  precisel

atch where both preys have 
re

ue to t

s 

teen

prese

 some basic physical laws and to develop 
a 

prey-predator 
ga

[1] A. K. Bay-Hinitz, R. F. Peterson and H. R. Quilitch, “Co- 
operative Gam ggressive and Co- 
operative Beh en,” Journal of Ap- 

gin

nted

ing of a m

f 3
 due 

 here. 

ached the preys’ home. To realize the third AI form we 
check the number dn  of consecutive defeats and the 
number vn  of consecutive victories of the human play- 
ers. When 5vn =  the masses of the predators are de- 
creased o 0%. This simulates the fact that the predators 
are “hungry” to the repeated victories of the human 
players and become aggressive. When 5dn =  the mass- 
es of all predators are increased of 30%. This simulates 
the fact that the predators are satisfied d he repeated 
defeats of the human players and become relaxed. 

5. Experimental Results and Conclusion

We have done an experiment on a sample of a few doz
ens of young players aged between five and thir

- 
 

p

years to see the reaction of these players to the exposure 
to the video game. The previous experiences with video 
games of these children were very different. The children 
were divided in three groups. The first group was made 
of children who had never played video games, the sec- 
ond one was made of children having a little experience 
with video games and the third one was made of children 
used to play video games. The players of the first group 
were five-six years old, the age of the players of the re- 
maining groups was between five and thirteen years old. 
The experiment has shown that children aged between 
five and eight years belonging to the first two groups 
enjoy playing the video game and in the first matches 
played find difficult to cooperate. However, after some 
matches, these young players understand the presence of 
restrictions to their movements and to the movements of 
their opponents coming from Newton’s dynamical prin- 
ciple and develop strategies coherent with these restric- 
tions. An interesting finding is that even the youngest 
players (five-six years old) after playing a few matches 
develop an intuitive understanding of Newton’s dynami- 
cal principle and consequently are able to improve their 
ability to escape from the pursuit with the predators and 
to cooperate with their teammate. Playing the video game 
is an enjoyable experience for the first two groups of 
children. In fact the simplicity and the dynamic change 
of the level of difficulty of the game encourage the play- 
ers of the first group and the cooperation amuses the 
players of the second group. The players of the third 
group, in particular the teenager players, after a while get 
bored by the video game. In fact these players are already 
acquainted with the richness of commercial video games 
and are disappointed by the simplicity of the video game 

Concluding the video game at least for the younger 
and inexperienced players is a practical tool to under- 
stand intuitively

cooperative attitude with their teammate. 
Moreover the video game is an example of how ma- 

thematical models taken from optimal control and ele- 
mentary statistics can be used to develop 

mes where the actors’ movements satisfy Newton’s 
dynamical principle and the automated actors simulate a 
form of intelligent behaviour that changes dynamically 
depending on the behaviour of the human players during 
the game. No “a priori” schemes are used to determine 
the automated players’ behaviour. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, the inference for the Burr-X model under progressively first-failure censoring scheme is discussed. Based 
on this new censoring were the number of units removed at each failure time has a discrete binomial distribution. The 
maximum likelihood, Bootstrap and Bayes estimates for the Burr-X distribution are obtained. The Bayes estimators are 
obtained using both the symmetric and asymmetric loss functions. Approximate confidence interval and highest poste- 
rior density interval (HPDI) are discussed. A numerical example is provided to illustrate the proposed estimation meth- 
ods developed here. The maximum likelihood and the different Bayes estimates are compared via a Monte Carlo simu- 
lation study. 
 
Keywords: Burr-X Distribution; Progressive First-Failure Censored; Bayesian and Non-Bayesian Estimations; Loss 

Function; Bootstrap; Random Removals 

1. Introduction 

Censoring is common in life-distribution work because 
of time limits and other restrictions on data collection. 
Censoring occurs when exact lifetimes are known only 
for a portion of the individuals or units under study, 
while for the remainder of the lifetimes information on 
them is partial. However, when the lifetimes of products 
are very high, the experimental time of a type II censor- 
ing life test can be still too long. A generalization of type 
II censoring is progressive type II censoring, which is 
useful when the loss of live test units at points other than 
the termination point is unavoidable. Johnson [1] de- 
scribed a life test in which the experimenter might decide 
how to group the test units into several sets, each as an as- 
sembly of test units, and then run all the test units simul- 
taneously until occurrence of the first failure in each group. 
Such a censoring scheme is called first-failure censoring. 
Wu and Kuş [2] obtained maximum likelihood estimates, 
exact confidence intervals and exact confidence regions 
for the parameters of Weibull distribution under the pro- 
gressive first-failure censored sampling. Note that a first- 
failure censoring scheme is terminated when the first  

failure in each set is observed. If an experimenter desires 
to remove some sets of test units before observing the 
first failures in these sets this life test plan is called a 
progressive first-failure censoring scheme which recently 
was introduced by Wu and Kuş [2]. Recently, the estima- 
tion of Parameters from different lifetime distribution bas- 
ed on progressive type II censored samples is studied by 
several authors including Gupta et al. [3], Childs and Ba- 
lakrishnan [4], Siu keung tse et al. [5], Mosa and Jaheen 
[6], Ng et al. [7], Wu and Chang [8], Balakrishnan et al. 
[9], Wu [10], Soliman [11], and Sarhan and Abuammoh 
[12]. But in some reliability experiments, the number of 
patients dropped out the experiment cannot be pre-fixed 
and it is random. In such situations, the progressive cen- 
soring schemes with random removals are needed. There- 
fore, the purpose of this paper is to develop a Bayes esti- 
mation (symmetric and asymmetric loss functions) for the 
parameters of Burr-X distribution under the progressive 
first-failure censoring plan with random removals and 
construct the bootstrap confidence interval for the para- 
meters. 

If X  follows a Burr-X distribution, then the probabi- 
lity density function (pdf) and cumulative distribution *Mathematics Subject Classification: 62No5; 62F10. 
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function (cdf) of X  are given respectively by 

       1
2 22 e 1 exp ,   , 0,f x x x x x





 xp 

1

R m 



R


 



 (1) 

    2exp , , 0.F x x x


          (2) 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec- 
tion 2, we describe the formulation of a progressive first- 
failure censoring scheme as described by Wu and Kuş [2]. 
The point estimation of the parameters of Burr-X distri- 
bution and binomial distribution based on the progressive 
first-failure censoring scheme is investigated in Section 3. 
In Section 4, we discuss the approximate interval esti- 
mation and highest posterior density interval (HPDI) for 
the Burr-X distribution under the progressive first-failure 
censored sampling plan. A numerical examples are pre- 
sented in Section 5, for illustration. In Section 6 we pro- 
vide some simulation results in order to give an assess- 
ment of the performance of the estimation method. 

2. A Progressive First-Failure Censoring  
Scheme 

In this section, first-failure censoring is combined with 
progressive censoring as in Wu and Kuş [2]. Suppose 
that n independent groups with  items within each 
group are put in a life test, 1  groups and the group in 
which the first failure is observed are randomly removed 
from the test as soon as the first failure (say 1: : :m n k ) has 
occurred, 2  groups and the group in which the second 
failure is observed are randomly removed from the test as 
soon as the second failure (say 2: : :m n k ) has occurred, 
and finally m  groups and the group in which 
the  failure is observed are randomly removed 
from the test as soon as the  failure (say 

 ) has occurred. The  

1: : : 2: : : : : :m n k m n k m m n k  are called progressively 
first-failure-censored order statistics with the progressive 
censoring scheme . It is clear that  

1 2 m . If the failure times of the 
 items originally in the test are from a continuous 

population with distribution function 

k

X R
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F x and prob- 
ability density function  f x

2: : :m n kX
, the joint probability den- 

sity function for  is given by 1:X R
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1: 2: : : : : :0 ,m n k m m n kx x x  R R R        (4) 

where 

 


1 1 2

1 2 1

1 1

1 .m

c n n R R

R R m

   

     
n R

n R

 

 
       (5) 

There are four special cases: 

The first one if  0, ,0 R , Equation  reduces 
to the joint probability density function of first-failure- 
censored order statistics. The second case if 

)3(

1k  , 
Equation (3) becomes the joint probability density func- 
tion of the progressively type II censored statistics. The 
third case if 1k   and  0, ,0R , then n m  
which corresponds to the complete sample. The last one 
if 1k   and  0, , n m R , then type II censored 
order statistics are obtained. 

Also it can be seen that 1: : : : : : : : :  
can be viewed as a progressively type II censored sample 
from a population with distribution function  

, , ,m n k i m n k m m n kX X XR R R

 1 1
kF x  . For this reason, results for the progres- 

sively type II censored order statistics can be extended to 
progressively first-failure-censored order statistics easily. 

Obviously, although more items are used (only  of m
n k  items are failures) in the progressive first-failure 
censoring plan than in others, it has advantages in terms 
of reducing test cost and test time. 

3. Point Estimation 

In many cases, there will be an obvious or natural candi- 
date for a point estimator of a particular parameter. For 
example, the sample mean is a natural candidate for a 
point estimator of the population mean. In this section, 
we estimate   and , by considering maximum likeli- 
hood, bootstrap and Bayes estimates. In Bayesian tech- 
nique, we consider both symmetric (Squares Error, SE) 
loss function and asymmetric (Linear Exponential, LINEX 
and General Entropy, GE) loss functions. 

p

3.1. Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) 

Let : : :i m n k ,xR 1,2, ,i m  , be the progressively first-fail- 
ure censored order statistics from a Burr-X distribution, 
with censoring scheme  from (3), the likelihood func- 
tion is given by 

R

 

   
  1

1

1 11 1

0 0 1

;

exp 1 ln ,
m

m

k Rk R m
m m

i i
J J i
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ck T x G j U



 
  

  

   
 

  

(6) 

where 

      12 2

1

2 exp ,    1 exp ,
m

i i i i i
i

T x x x U U x




        

(7) 

     1 1

1

1 1 1 1
1 ,mj j m

m

k R k R
G

j j

      
    

   

 


  (8) 

where  is defined in (5) and ic x  is used instead of 

: : :m n k . Now, suppose that any group xR  ir  being re- 
moved from the life test is independent of the others but 
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with the same probability . Then, the number of groups 
removed at each failure time follows a binomial distribu-  

p

n m 

1

n m

r



tion with parameters  and  where  

is predetermined before the testing. Therefore 

1

1

i

ll
r
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where 
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l
r n m    2,3, , 1i m    
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Suppose further that i  is independent of ix . Then 
the likelihood function takes the following form 

     , ; , ,L p x R x R r P R r  ;L       (13) 
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(14) 

Using (6), (12) and (13) we can write the likelihood 
function as  

       1 2, ; , ; ,L p x r c T x L x L R r       (15) 

where 
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(16) 

and 

         11
11

1

2 1
mm

iiii
m n m m i rrL R r p p


       .    (17) 

It is obvious that  in Equation (16) does not in- 

volve . Thus the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) 
of 

1L

p
  can be derived by maximizing Equation (16) di- 

rectly. On the other hand,  in Equation (17) does not 
depend on the parameter 

2L
,  then the MLE of  can 

be obtained directly by maximizing Equation (17). In 
particular, after taking the logarithms of 

p

 1L   and 
 2 , the MLE’s of L p   and  can be found by sol- 

ving the following equations  
p
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Thus we find  
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and  

   

1
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1

i

m
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1

1 1
ML
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p̂ .     (21) 
m

i

m


 

3.2. Bootstrap Confidence Intervals 

In this subsection, we use the parametric bootstrap per- 
centile method suggested by Efron [13] to construct con- 
fidence intervals for the parameters. The following steps 
are followed to obtain a progressive first-failure censor- 
ing bootstrap sample from Burr-X distribution with pa- 
rameter   and binomial distribution with parameter  
based on simulated progressively first-failure censored 
data with random removals set. 

p

 From the original data  1: : : 2: : : : : :, , ,m n k m n k mx m n k R  
and 1 2, , , m

x x xR R

R R R R   compute the ML estimates of 
the parameters 


 and p


 by Equations (20) and 

(21). 
 Use 


 and p


 to generate a bootstrap sample x  

and R  with the same values of  
 , ;R m 1, 2, ,i m  using algorithm presented in 

Balakrishnan and Sandhu [14] with distribution func-  
i 

 tion  F x1 1
k    

 see Wu and Kuş [2]. 

 As in Step 1, based on x  compute the bootstrap 
sample estimates of   and ,p  say    and .p  

 Repeat steps 2-3 N  times representing N  boot- 
strap MLE’s of  , p  based on N  different boot- 
strap samples. 

 Arrange all s   and ,p s  in an ascending order to 
obtain the bootstrap sample N      1 2, ,l l l  , ,
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1, 2l   (where 1 2, p    
 

).  
Let    l zG z P 

.
 be the cumulative distribution 

function of 1  Define  for given z. The 
approximate bootstrap 

 z1
lboot G 
 100 1 %  confidence interval 

of l  is given by 

1
,

2 2lboot lboot

     
        

.
 

          (22) 

3.3. Bayes Estimation 

The Bayesian inference procedures have been developed 
under the usual SE loss function (quadratic loss), which 
is symmetrical, and associates equal importance to the 
losses due to overestimation and underestimation of equal 
magnitude. However, such a restriction may be imprac- 
tical. For example, in the estimation of reliability and 
failure rate functions, an overestimation is usually much 
more serious than an underestimation; in this case the use 
of asymmetrical loss function might be inappropriate, as 
has been recognized by Basu and Ebrahimi [15], and Can- 
field [16]. 

A useful asymmetric loss known as the LINEX loss 
function, was introduced by Zimmer et al. [17], and was 
widely used in several papers by Balasooriya and Bala- 
krishnan [18], Soliman [19] and Soliman [20]. This func- 
tion rises approximately exponentially on one side of ze- 
ro, and approximately linearly on the other side. Under 
the assumption that the minimal loss occurs at u u , the 
LINEX loss function for  ,u u    can be expressed 
as 

 1 e 1,  aL a a      0,         (23) 

where   ,u u u   
 is an estimate of . u

The sign, and magnitude of  a
0a 
 represent the direc- 

tion, and degree of symmetry. (  means overestima- 
tion is more serious than underestimation, and 0a   
means the opposite). For  a  closed to zero, the LINEX 
loss function is approximately the Squared Error (SE) 
loss, and therefore almost symmetric 

The posterior-expectation of the LINEX loss function 
of (23) is 

    
    

exp

exp 1.

u

u u

E L u u au

E au a u E u

 

       

 

      (24) 

where u  is equivalent to the posterior-expectation 
with respect to the posterior . The Bayes esti- 
mator 

E
 pdf u

BLu


 of u  under the LINEX loss function is the 
value u


, which minimizes (24) 

 1
log exp ,BL uu E a

a
   u  


       (25) 

provided that  exists, and is finite.  expuE a u 
Another useful asymmetric loss function is General 

Entropy (GE) loss 

 2 , log 1
b

u u
L u u b

u u
   

.     
   

 
         (26) 

whose minimum occurs at u u . This loss function is a 
generalization of the Entropy-loss used in several papers 
where 1b   by Dey et al. [21], Dey and Liu [22]. When 

, a positive error 0b   u u  causes more serious 
consequences than a negative error. The Bayes estimate 

BLu


 of u  under GE loss (26) is 

  1 b
b

BG uu E u


   


            (27) 

provided that b
uE u    exists, and is finite. 

Now, we assume that the parameters   and  be-
have as independent random variables, and we use gam- 
ma prior distribution with known parameters 

p

,   for 
.  The prior pdf of   takes the form  
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1 exp , 0, , 0,


      


   


 (28) 

while  has Beta prior distribution with known para- 
meters 

p
, .   That is  
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Therefore the posterior (pdf) of   is 
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where  1 ;L x  the likelihood function and  1   the 
prior density function. Applying (16) and (28), the mar- 
ginal posterior (pdf) of   given by 
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where 

 
1

1 ln ,
m

j i
i

q j


             (32) 

We notes that the posterior distribution of   is Gam- 
ma with parameters  m   and jq  Similarly, the po- 
sterior (pdf) of  is p

     
   

2 2
2 1

2 20

, ,
d

L R r p
p x r

L R r p p





 




     (33) 

where  2L R r  the likelihood function and  2 p  
the prior density function. 

Applying (17) and (29), the marginal posterior pdf of 
 given by p
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where 
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We notes that the posterior distribution of  is Beta 
with parameters 

p
   and 

. 

3.3.1. Symmetric Bayes Estimation 
SE loss function: Under SE loss function, the estimator 
of a parameter (or given function of the parameters) is its 
posterior mean. Thus, Bayes estimators of the parameters 
are obtained by using the posterior densities (31) and 
(34). The Bayes estimators BS


 and BSp


 of the para- 

meters   and  are  p

   10
dBS E x x   
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from (31) resulting in 
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where  and G jq  are defined in (8) and (32). Similar- 
ly, 
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20
, d ,BS pp E p x p p x r p   
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from (34) resulting in 

,BSp


 



 



              (39) 

where    and   are defined in (35). 

3.3.2. Asymmetric Bayes Estimation 
LINEX loss function: If in (25), u  , then the Bayes 
estimator BL


 , of the parameter  relative to LINEX 

loss function is 
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log exp d ,BL a x
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and from (31), we get 
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Similarly, if in (25), , then the Bayes estimator u p

BLp


, of the parameter  relative to LINEX loss func- 
tion is 

p
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20

1
log exp d ,BLp


ap p x p

a
           (42) 



and from (34), we obtain  
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One can use a numerical integration technique to get 
the integration in (43). 

General Entropy loss function: Let u  , in (27), 
then the Bayes estimate BG


, of parameter   relative 

to the General Entropy loss function is 
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and from (31), we obtain 
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Put u p  in (27), then the Bayes estimator BGp


 of 
the parameter  relative to General Entropy loss func- 
tion is 

p

 
 11

20
d

b

,BG p x p


      bp p
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from (34), resulting in 
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4. Interval Estimation 

4.1. Approximate Interval Estimation 

The asymptotic variances and covariances of the MLE 
for parameters ,  and  are given by elements of the 
inverse of the Fisher information matrix 

p

2

E


 

;  , 1,2.ij

L
i j

p

 
   

 
I          (48) 

Unfortunately, the exact mathematical expressions for 
the above expectations are very difficult to obtain. There- 
fore, we give the approximate (observed) asymptotic va- 
raince-covariance matrix for the MLE, which is obtained 
by dropping the expectation operator E 
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The asymptotic normality of the MLE can be used to 
compute the approximate confidence intervals for pa- 
rameters   and . Therefore, p 1 100%  confi- 
dence intervals for parameters  and  become p

   2 var      and     var ,2Z p Z p   

   
   (52) 

where 2Z  is the percentile of the standard normal dis- 
tribution with right-tail probability 2 . 

4.2. Highest Posterior Density Interval (HPDI) 

In general, the Bayesian interval estimation is much more 
direct than frquentest classical method. Now, having ob- 
tained the posterior distribution  p Data  we ask, 
“How likely is it that the parameter   lies within the 
specified interval  ,L U  ?” Bayesian call this interval 
based on the posterior distribution a “credible interval”. 
The interval  ,L U   is said to be a  1 100%  
credible interval for   if  

 d 1
U

L

p Data




.             (53) 

For the shortest credible interval, we have to minimize 
the interval  ,L U   subject to the condition (53) 
which requires  

   .L U P Data P Data         (54) 

As interval  ,L U   which simultaneously satisfies 
(53) and (54) is called the “shortest”  1 100%  cre- 
dible interval. A highest posterior density interval (HPDI) 
is such that the posterior density for every point inside 
the interval is greater than that for every point outside of 
it. For a unimodal, but not necessarily symmetrical pos- 
terior density, the shortest credible and the HPD intervals 
are identical. We now proceed to obtain the  1 

 
 HPD intervals for the parameters 100%   and  

Consider the posterior distribution of 
.p

  in (31). The 
 1 1 00%  HPDI  ,L U   for the parameter   is 
given by the simultaneous solution of the equations  

       1 1, 1   and  , , .
U

L

L U1x r x r




          x r   

(55) 

Similarly, using the posterior pdf of  in (34), the p
 1 100%  HPDI  ,L Up p  for the parameter  is 
given by the simultaneous solution of the equations  

p

       2 2, 1   and  , , .
U

L

p

L U
p

p x r p x r p x r       2
  

 (56) 

To obtain the HPDI from (55) and (56), one may em- 
ploy any mathematical package such as Mathematica, to 
get the intervals. 

5. Numerical Example 

Example 1: (simulated data) To illustrate the use of the 
estimation methods proposed in this paper. A set of data 
consisting of 75 observations were generated from a 
Burr-X distribution with parameter 0.79  , and ran- 
domly grouped into 15 sets. The generated data are listed 
below: 

0.3194 0.4661 0.8348 0.1150 0.1230 0.2136 0.1373 0.2053

0.7253 0.7738 0.9407 0.1516 0.5111 0.4148 0.1599 0.3227

0.9233 0.8316 0.9615 0.2006 0.9758 0.6618 0.4116 0.9088

0.9787 0.8461 0.9795 0.7353 1.2692 0.8632 0.4503 1.1337

0.9956 0.9732 1.2067 1.0935 1.8144 0.9698 1.0344 2.0543

0.1775 0.3165 0.2732 0.2832 0.2752 0.2814 0.2761  

0.3363 0.7871 0.4714 0.6613 0.5764 0.7273 0.5616  

0.5353 0.8052 0.5134 0.6790 0.7441 0.7602 0.6529  

0.8312 0.8695 0.9356 0.9049 0.9939 1.2178 0.9328  

1.9019 1.0115 1.1291 1.5136 1.2023 1.7956 1.2521  

 
Now, we consider the following cases: 
Case I: Progressive first-failure censored data with 

binomial removals. 
Algorithm 1. 
1) Specify the value of   .n
2) Specify the value of   m
3) Generate the value of the parameters   and  

using the prior densities (28) and (29), for some given 
values of the prior parameters 

p

, ,    and .   
4) Generate a random number  from  1r
 ,bio n m p .

,  

  
5) Generate a random numbers  from  

 for each i    

i

,

r
1

1

,
i

i
l

bio n m r p




  
 

 2,3, , 1.i m

6) Set  according to the following relation, mr
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1 1

1 1

    if  0

0                             o.w

i i

l l
l lm

n m r n m r
r

 

 

      


   

Based on the above data, a progressive first-failure 
censored data with binomial removals were generated 
using the algorithm described in Balakrishnan and 
Sandhu [14] with distribution function  
see Wu and Kuş [2]. 

  1 1
k

F x    

The generated progressive first-failure censored data 
with binomial removals are: (0.115, 0.123, 0.1373, 
0.1757, 0.2053, 0.2732, 0.2752, 0.2761, 0.2832, 0.4661), 
and R = (0, 3, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) Using the results pre- 
sented in previous sections, the different point estimates 
of   and  are computed. We denote to the MLEs, 
estimates using the bootstrap, Bayes estimate relative to 
SE loss, Bayes estimate relative to LINEX loss, and 
Bayes estimate relative to GE loss, respectively by 

p

       .
. , . . , .,

ML Boot BS
 and 

BL  . .
BG

 The results are dis- 
played in Table 1. 

Case II: First-failure censoring data with n 
(  and ).  15, 15n m  5k 

The set of the first-failure censored data are: (0.115, 
0.123, 0.1373, 0.1757, 0.2053, 0.2136, 0.2732, 0.2752, 
0.2761, 0.2814, 0.2832, 0.3165, 0.3194, 0.4661, 0.8348). 
Different point estimates of   are computed and the 
results are listed in Table 1. 

Case III: Progressive type II censoring data with 
binomial removals. 

A progressive type II censoring data with binomial 
removals have been generated from complete sample 
using the algorithm described in Balakrishnan and 
Sandhu [14], with (  and 

). i.e. 50 failure times are ob- 
served and 25 failure times are censored using censored 
scheme . The generated data are:  
(0.115, 0.123, 0.1516, 0.1599, 0.2006, 0.2053, 0.2136, 
0.2752, 0.2761, 0.2814, 0.2832, 0.3165, 0.3194, 0.3227, 
0.3363, 0.4116, 0.4148, 0.5111, 0.5134, 0.5616, 0.5764, 
0.6529, 0.679, 0.7273, 0.7353, 0.7441, 0.7602, 0.7871, 
0.8052, 0.8312, 0.8461, 0.8632, 0.8695, 0.9049, 0.9088, 
0.9328, 0.9407, 0.9698, 0.9732, 0.9787, 0.9939, 0.9956, 
1.0344, 1.0935, 1.1291, 1.2067, 1.2178, 1.5136, 1.7956, 
1.8144 ). The results of different Bayes estimates of 

75, 50, 1, 0.4n m k p   
429,8,2,3,1,0,0,2,0R 

R

  
and  are also, listed in Table 1. p

Case IV: The complete sample data with  
(  and ) 75n m  1k 

The results of point estimates of the parameter   and 
 are shown in Table 1. p
Based on different type of censoring described above, 

the 95% credible intervals of   and  are obtained 
using approximate confidence interval (ACI), confidence 
interval based on bootstrap re-sampling method (Boot 
CI), and the highest posterior density interval (HPDI). 
All the results are listed in Table 2. 

p

Table 1. Different point estimates of   and  for all 

cases with 

p

   p, 0.79,0.4 . 

  .
BL

  .
BG

 

Cases (.)  .
ML

 
.

.
Boot

 .
BS

2a    2a   2b   2b 

0.7724 0.7863 0.7697 0.7823 0.7578 0.7776 0.7463
I 


p 0.3571 0.3974 0.3529 0.3659 0.3405 0.3705 0.2887

II  0.7818 0.7936 0.7775 0.7885 0.7670 0.7844 0.7570

0.7656 0.7723 0.7608 0.7701 0.7518 0.7667 0.7428
III


p 0.3906 0.3985 0.3881 0.3916 0.3846 0.3925 0.3740

IV  0.7802 0.7902 0.7745 0.7825 0.7667 0.7796 0.7592

 
Table 2. 95% confidence intervals for   and  under 
progressive first-failure censored samples when  

p

   p, 0.79,0.4 . 

ACI Boot CI HPDI 
Cases (.)

[L,U] [L,U] [L,U] 

[0.5524, 0.9925] [0.6965, 0.8056] [0.5737, 1.0069]
I 


p [0.1061, 0.6081] [0.1905, 0.5000] [0.1520, 0.5866]

II  [0.3862, 1.1775] [0.5285, 0.6365] [0.5911, 0.9964]

[0.5753, 0.9559] [0.7015, 0.8076] [0.5864, 0.9606]
III


p [0.2711, 0.5102] [0.3906, 0.4902] [0.2758, 0.5066]

IV  [0.6036, 0.9568] [0.6928, 0.8798] [0.6102, 0.9581]

6. Simulation Study 

In order to compare the different estimators of the pa- 
rameters, we simulated 1000  progressively first-fail- 
ure-censored samples from a Burr type X distribution 
with the values of parameters , and 
different combinations of , and censoring random 
schemes  The samples were simulated by using the 
algorithm described in Balakrishnan and Sandhu [14]. A 
simulation was conducted in order to study the properties 
and compare the performance of the Bayes estimator with 
maximum likelihood estimator. 

  , 0.79,0.p  4
, ,n m k

.R

The mean square error (MSE) of the Bayes estimations 
and maximum likelihood estimations are computed over 
different combination of the censored random scheme 

 as shown in Tables 3 and 4. To asses the effect of 
the shape parameters a and b from Tables 3 and 4, one 
can see that the asymmetric Bayes estimates (BL, BG) of 
the (MSE) of the parameters 

R

 and are overestimates 
for (

p
0,a  0b  ), and when ( ) the (MSE) of 

the parameters are underestimates. Also, the MSE of 
Bayes estimates are smaller than MSE of the MLE, when 

0,a  0b 

 1b    the MSE of Bayes estimates relative to  
loss are the same as the MSE relative to SE loss Bayes 
estimates. As anticipated, all MSE of Bayes estimates  

GE
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Table 3. Mean square errors of the parameter  . 

BL  BG  

a  b  K  n  m  ML  BS  

−1 1 −1 1 

1 30 15 0.1729 0.1561 0.1625 0.1512 0.1561 0.1526

  20 0.1590 0.1440 0.1495 0.1398 0.1440 0.1412

  25 0.1574 0.1433 0.1484 0.1392 0.1433 0.1401

 50 35 0.1332 0.1248 0.1283 0.1218 0.1248 0.1213

  40 0.1270 0.1198 0.1226 0.1176 0.1198 0.1178

  45 0.1180 0.1115 0.1140 0.1095 0.1115 0.1096

3 30 15 0.1088 0.1044 0.1067 0.1026 0.1044 0.1025

  20 0.1032 0.0993 0.1012 0.0978 0.0993 0.0976

  25 0.1001 0.0966 0.0982 0.0951 0.0966 0.0949

 50 35 0.0829 0.0808 0.0819 0.0798 0.0808 0.0794

  40 0.0769 0.0754 0.0760 0.0749 0.0754 0.0751

  45 0.0743 0.0728 0.0735 0.0722 0.0728 0.0721

5 30 15 0.0937 0.0913 0.0926 0.0903 0.0913 0.0904

  20 0.0888 0.0866 0.0879 0.0856 0.0866 0.0854

  25 0.0832 0.0812 0.0823 0.0803 0.0812 0.0800

 50 35 0.0660 0.0651 0.0656 0.0648 0.0651 0.0649

  40 0.0641 0.0633 0.0637 0.0630 0.0633 0.0630

  45 0.0614 0.0606 0.0610 0.0604 0.0606 0.0604

7 30 15 0.082 0.0804 0.0813 0.0797 0.0804 0.0798

  20 0.0773 0.0760 0.0767 0.0755 0.0760 0.0576

  25 0.0722 0.0711 0.0716 0.0706 0.0711 0.0706

 50 35 0.0592 0.0585 0.0590 0.0582 0.0585 0.0580

  40 0.0549 0.0543 0.0546 0.0540 0.0543 0.0540

  45 0.0523 0.0519 0.0521 0.0518 0.0519 0.0519

 
relative to both LINEX loss, and GE loss (for  close 
to 0, and ) are the same as the SE loss Bayes es- 
timates. This one of the useful properties of working with 
the LINEX loss function we found that for different 
choices of k , ,  and censoring random scheme 

 the MSE of the Bayes estimates based on symmetric 
and asymmetric loss functions perform better than MSE 
of the MLEs. when the effective sample proportion 

a
1b  

n m
R

m n  
increases, the MSE of each the Bayes estimation and 
maximum likelihood estimations reduce. Also the cen- 
soring scheme  , ,0m R n   is most efficient For 
all choices, it seems to usually provide the smallest MSE 
for each estimates of   and p . 

7. Conclusion 

The purpose of this paper is to develop a Bayesian analy-  

Table 4. Mean square errors of the parameter . p

BL  BG  
a  b  K n m ML BS

−1 1 −1 1 

1 30 15 0.0865 0.0767 0.0779 0.0757 0.0767 0.0753

  20 0.1056 0.0886 0.0901 0.0873 0.0886 0.0882

  25 0.1518 0.1066 0.1098 0.1038 0.1066 0.1065

 50 35 0.0871 0.0772 0.0783 0.0763 0.0772 0.0761

  40 0.1065 0.0887 0.0904 0.0872 0.0887 0.0871

  45 0.1618 0.1112 0.1148 0.1080 0.1112 0.1089

3 30 15 0.0856 0.0765 0.0774 0.0757 0.0765 0.0762

  20 0.1052 0.0883 0.0899 0.0868 0.0883 0.0873

  25 0.1498 0.1047 0.1081 0.1016 0.1047 0.1033

 50 35 0.0835 0.0744 0.0754 0.0734 0.0744 0.0734

  40 0.1037 0.0874 0.0889 0.0859 0.0874 0.0864

  45 0.1464 0.1039 0.1068 0.1014 0.1039 0.1053

5 30 15 0.0879 0.0779 0.0790 0.0769 0.0779 0.0765

  20 0.1065 0.0894 0.0910 0.0880 0.0894 0.0883

  25 0.1512 0.1066 0.1098 0.1037 0.1066 0.1062

 50 35 0.0857 0.0766 0.0776 0.0757 0.0766 0.0758

  40 0.1095 0.0915 0.0932 0.0900 0.0915 0.0901

  45 0.1471 0.1031 0.1063 0.1004 0.1031 0.1036

7 30 15 0.0879 0.0780 0.0791 0.0771 0.0780 0.0770

  20 0.1070 0.0896 0.0912 0.0881 0.0896 0.0883

  25 0.1564 0.1097 0.1129 0.1068 0.1097 0.1092

 50 35 0.0861 0.0766 0.0776 0.0756 0.0766 0.0753

  40 0.1065 0.0890 0.0907 0.0874 0.0890 0.0872

  45 0.1546 0.1082 0.1115 0.1052 0.1082 0.1074

 
sis for Burr-X distribution under the progressively first- 
fialure censored sampling plan with binomial random re- 
movals. We studied point and interval estimations of pa- 
rameter of the Burr type X distribution. We derived the 
MLEs, Bayes estimators (BS, BL, BG). A simulation stu- 
dy was conducted to examine the performance of the 
MLE and the Bayes estimators. 
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ABSTRACT 

Generally, for quality improvement of an organization management, TQM (Total Quality Management) is used world- 
wide and recognized. However, contents of activity are various, and it is difficult for organization to define the whole 
scope of TQM. It is very important that the activity theme about the TQM is based on the consideration of the needs and 
priority from the objective requirement, which should correspond to the basic consideration of quality management. If 
we have selected the wrong theme, and missed understanding about importance and priority of target for TQM, it may 
cause a significant risk in the organization management. For example, the company which got a high evaluation about 
the quality of management has poor management and disgraceful affair after several years, and it is a case reaching the 
bankruptcy. We worked on a study for improvement of technique for quality requirement and evaluation of system for 
many years, and have participated in the development of international standard for supporting the quality requirements 
and evaluation of system in ISO/IECJTC1/SC7. The organization having a specific purpose is a kind of system. It is 
thought that evaluation technique of the system quality is adaptive for a quality evaluation of the organization manage-
ment. Therefore, this study suggests the new framework of TQM from the view point of the general framework of 
management defined in ISO/IEC25040 and TQM matrix. Furthermore, this paper presents the result of comparison be- 
tween proposed action theme derived from a framework of new TQM and the example of existing TQM, and reports an 
inspection result of the effectiveness. 

Keywords: TQM; Structure of Quality; TQM Matrix; Quality Assurance; Quality Improvement; Investment 
Management; Project Management; Static Risk Management; Dynamic Risk Management 

1. Introduction

Generally, for quality improvement of an organization 
management, TQM (Total Quality Management) is used 
worldwide and recognized. The TQM has spread in USA 
in the 1990s, and to provide a high quality and suitable 
price of product and service at appropriate good timing 
for a customer satisfaction. In order to provide the best 
practice, TQM is the strategic system-like methodology 
to contribute to achieve the purpose of organization ef- 
fectively. Not only one department but also the compa- 
nies (a manager, a director, a worker, and others) and 
activity of QC are extended to “a design section, a pro- 
duction section, a purchasing section, a sales section, a 
marketing section and maintenance or service”.  

It is the system for company-wide quality control ac-
tivities. The biggest aim is covering all processes from a 
plan, the design stage of the product to production, sale, 
maintenance, service and manages the quality of the  

product generally, and it is to aim at the effective and 
high quality management. As for the TQC, the principal 
objective is put for the quality improvement of the work 
process including the application to the indirect section 
whereas QC is an action coherent to the production spot.  

TQM is the thing which improved the TQC more, and 
the characteristic for the activity is strategic and the top 
management should commit the total quality manage- 
ment and should lead top-down. The TQM clarifies re- 
quirements for the management quality of the organiza- 
tion by the examination standard for ex, American Mal- 
colm Baldridge Prize [1] and Japanese management qua- 
lity prize [2] etc. now. However, contents of activity are 
various, and it is difficult for organization to define the 
whole scope of TQM. It is very important that the ac- 
tivity theme about the TQM is based on the consideration 
of the needs and priority from the objective requirement, 
which should correspond to the basic consideration of 
quality management. If we have defined the wrong theme, 
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and miss understanding about importance and priority of 
target for TQM, as a result, it may cause a significant risk 
in the organization management.  

For example, the company which got a high evaluation 
about the quality of management causes poor manage- 
ment and disgraceful affair after several years, and there 
is the case reaching the bankruptcy. Such a situation has 
the risk to give many stakeholders concerned including 
the stockholder who misjudged a vast loss.  

We worked on a study for improvement of quality re- 
quirement and evaluation of system for many years, and 
have participated in the development of international stan- 
dard for supporting the quality requirements and evalua- 
tion of system in ISO/IECJTC1/SC7.  

In recent years, we have been working on developing 
the ISO/IEC25000 (SQuaRE) series [3-8] of standards 
for quality requirements and evaluation for system and 
software product for a long time in ISO/IEC JTC1 (Joint 
Technical Committee 1 of the International Organization 
for Standardization and the International Electro tech- 
nical Commission) SC7WG 6 (software and systems en- 
gineering under ISO technical committee, working group 
six).  

As part of this project, we have worked on the deve- 
lopments of ISO/IEC25030, 25040, 25041 [6-8], which 
are the standards to provide supporting technology for 
the method of quantitative quality requirement defini- 
tions [6] and evaluation [7,8] based on the ISO/IEC9126- 
1 [5,9] quality model is widely recognized and used in 
world for the purpose of specify the quality requirement 
and evaluation of system/software product. On the other 
hand, definition of system is “a combination of interac- 
ting elements organized to achieve one or more stated 
purposes” defined in ISO/IEC15288: 2008 Systems and 
software engineering—System life cycle processes [10]. 
The organization having also a specific purpose is a kind 
of system, too. It is thought that evaluation technique of 
the system quality is adaptive for a quality evaluation of 
the organization management.  

Therefore, this study suggest the new framework of 
TQM from the view point of the general framework of 
management defined in both proposed TQM matrix and 
elevation framework of ISO/IEC25040. Furthermore, this 
paper present the result of comparison between proposed 
activity theme derived from a framework of new TQM 
and the example of existing TQM, and report an inspec- 
tion result of the effectiveness of proposed total frame- 
work of new TQM. 

2. Concept  

2.1. Concept of Quality Improvement 

Figure 1 shows the concept of quality control that show 
the relationships between process and product, and con- 

cept of the PDC cycle. From Figure 1, every activity in- 
cludes a product and a process. In addition, an input and 
output of process is included in the activity of organi- 
zations. Also, the quality control activity makes the repe- 
tition of product and process, which include a “product- 
process-product-process and product” during a PDC cy-
cle as shown in Figure 1. Output product of a process 
before becomes an input product for the later process. All 
kind of management processes is affected by an input 
quality of own process, which is a result of previous ma- 
nagement process. Therefore, the quality of processes 
depends on a quality of previous process, and not to be 
able to exist alone each. 

—Definition of Quality 
From ISO, Terminology “Quality” is defined as “tota- 

lity of characteristics of an entity that bear on its ability 
to satisfy stated and implied needs”. Objects of a quality 
control usually are quality of product and quality of pro- 
cess. Furthermore, quality has both primary quality and 
second quality. 

—PDC Cycle 
It is necessary to turn the PDC cycle called the inspec- 

tion to improve the quality of product and process to 
show in Figure 1. It should visualize a quality state of a 
product and process for turn a PDC cycle, and it is ne- 
cessary to confirm the existence of problems. Generally, 
PDC is called PDCA as Plan-Do-Check-Action.  

And, improvement activity should be performed imme- 
diately after checking and resolve the problems.  

But “action” of improvement is same as “Do”.  
Therefore some kind of plan should be studied in front 

of the action because it is thought necessary. There is the 
risk that improvement activity leads to a change for the 
worse when we do not perform some kind of plan before 
improvement actions. Therefore, in this study, “PDCA” 
introduced “PDC”. 

—Primary Quality 
It is to meet the requirements for the function that 
 

 

Figure 1. Concept of quality control. 
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should be realized specified in a contract and a product 
specification, or it is to meet the business processes pres- 
cribed in quality or an international standard and a rule in 
the company. The un-satisfaction for primary quality re- 
quirement is a problem, and it is thought that the problem 
can be finally zero if we push forward correction essen- 
tially.  

—Secondary Quality 
It is an attractive quality to meet the tacit expectation 

of a customer needs. And the quality that we solve a 
problem having, and can be accomplished now. The is- 
sue is that a product and a process do not meet secon- 
dary quality. The problem never disappears as far as envi- 
ronment surrounding an organization changes. Therefore, 
it is necessary the solution to problem soaks a priority 
based on the need in order to be able to go ahead. 

—Product Quality 
The product is a product or service, result brought 

about as a result of input resources and activity of the 
organization activity, and there are the primary quality, 
secondary quality and quality in use. 

When we define the quality of system product, the 
model of six quality characteristics of “functionality, re- 
liability, efficiency, usability, portability, maintainability 
defined in ISO/IEC9126 and used a system product.  

We show the influence that a product gives to a user 
with four quality characteristics such as “effectiveness, 
productivity, safety, satisfaction” as included in quality 
in use. “Quality at the time of the use” is quality of the 
use effect when it used a product in specific use purpose, 
environment, and it is the quality that a user finally feels 
by a product and a conformity degree of the use envi- 
ronment. 

—Process Quality 
The process is the process that converts input re- 

sources into the output, and it is a procedure or a method 
of the activity. We can regard the quality of process as 
efficiency to convert an input product in the organization 
activity into an output product. In ISO9001, are the re- 
quirements for the process followed with the quality of 
the process? Does a PDC cycle rotate? 

We evaluate the attribute of the process and judge it. 
Even if we measure the quality of process only, we can- 

not judge the quality of process. The quality of the pro- 
cess after the improvement is shown in a lower equation. 

—Efficiency of process = quality of outcome/input 
resource. 

And evaluation of improvement degree of the process, 
it is necessary to evaluate that how improved for the 
quality of input resources essentially.  

2.2. Concept of the Structure of Quality 

Figure 2 shows the concept of “structure of quality pro- 
blem and issue” by suggested in this study.  

 

Figure 2. Concept of structure of quality. 
 
The cross axle shows the present and the future in time 

axes, and the vertical axis shows a volume of positive ef- 
fect or negative effect (a loss) by the influence of occur- 
red problem. 

It is necessary to correct problem in a normal condi- 
tion immediately because the problem (the primary qua- 
lity incompatible) that occurred in a product or process is 
in condition to have deviated from a plan and specifica- 
tions during past or at present. And a negative effect (a 
loss) occurs when it take the influence of the quality in 
time, a vertical axis on the cross axle to show it in Figure 
2.  

As shown in Figure 2, the problem may cause a ne- 
gative effect at present, and a more serious negative ef- 
fect (a loss) will be at risk of the minus number to be 
connected in it. On the other hand, an issue (deficiency 
of the second quality) that occurred in a product or pro- 
cess is deviation from an attractive requirement actua- 
lized in the past or at present, and there is not the ne- 
gative effect (a loss), but positive because it is not the 
deviation from a plan and specifications. Therefore, it is 
necessary to perform the solution based on the conside- 
ration of priority or importance and urgent degree of pro- 
blem. 

As shown in Figure 2, issue may cause big problem in 
future even if the issue does not have a negative effect (a 
loss) at present. On the other hand, the issue is actualized 
as a positive effect in the future when we make the im- 
provement plan for expected positive effect and perform 
it. In this way, risk and investment management can be a 
necessary theme for TQM that is not a scope of quality 
control base on the structure of quality problem, and it is 
thought that should be intended theme for TQM. 

—Problem 
The problem is abnormal condition to have deviated 

from the normal condition should be. Following are ex- 
ample of problems. 

—Trouble, an error, a defect, an obstacle (fault, obsta- 
cle), not conform. 

—Problem of Product 
Result of activity cannot realize the required plan or 

specifications with the deficiency of an actualized pro- 
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duct. 
—Problem of Process 
It is that PDC does not rotate with the deficiency of an 

actualized process. The over budget that are not pushed 
forward in a planned schedule, delivery delay, incompa- 
tible. For example, it is not to meet the requirements of 
ISO9000 and the inner company rules. 

—Issue 
It is the actualized refinement that may bring impro- 

vement of the quality of a product and the process.  
The outbreak probability of a certain phenomenon 

means the combination of results of the phenomenon. 
—Risk 
Probability of phenomenon and size of the damage 

when problem will occur. 

2.3. Concept of General Management  
Framework for Organization  

Figure 3 is the simplest concept of the organization ac- 
tivity that paid its attention to the specific process and 
product of the concept of the quality control that showed 
in Figure 1 and it is defined from the general framework 
of quality requirement and evaluation for system inclu- 
ded in ISO/IEC25040. Furthermore, this framework is 
based on a concept of IDEF0 [11].  

Figure 3 shows the product of four elements of new 
TQM and the management of the process.  

In this study, the framework of the total quality mana- 
gement for improvement of the organizations quality is 
that the “input for, outcomes of, constrain for, own re- 
sources” and “the conversion process from input to out- 
comes” should included as shown in Figure 3. 

The organization activity is regarded as a process to 
convert some kind of products (input resources) into 
some kind of products (Outcomes). In this study, “input, 
outcomes and resources” is called product, and “conver- 
sion procedure” is called process. It is important to con- 
trol the organization activity effectively for quality con-  

 

 

Figure 3. Frame work of quality evaluation. -ISO/IEC25040 
(based on the IDEF0) [11].  

trol forward. And, organization should produce high qua- 
lity product (value and a product, service) from the view 
point of possible limited input and resources of organi- 
zation own. In this study, I devised the theme of the orga- 
nization management necessary to lead an organization 
to the success from such a viewpoint. 

3. Concept of the Total Quality Management  
Matrix 

Figure 4 shows the more detail and devised domain of 
new TQM framework, which has introduced based on the 
structure of quality problem as explained in Figure 2. 

The time of the cross axle of Figure 2 can sort with 
the outbreak probability of the phenomenon more finely 
as shown in Figure 4. On the other hand, an effect and 
loss can define more detail in the vertical axis on a scale 
from the view point of influence of problem. 

Based on the consideration of Figure 4, matrix of the 
whole object domain of the total quality management can 
be defined.  

The domain of the total quality management has cove- 
red both quality assurance and quality improvement con- 
ventionally that has been intended. But, additional mana- 
gement such as investment (project management) and the 
risk management should cover from the view point of 
consideration of Figure 4. Figure 4 shows the four nec- 
essary domain of management for new TQM. 

3.1. Area of Quality Assurance 

—Domain of the Quality Assurance. 
Activities of assurance of the primary quality of product 
and service that are specified and promised according to 
the contract of customers at past and present, and provide 
to customers. The activity of guarantee of quality cor- 
rects a problem shown in Figure 4, and should secure 
quality of normal state. For example, problem outbreak is 
such as violating of the contract, laws and ordinances or 

 

 

Figure 4. Concept of TQM matrix. 
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a rule in the company. The activity to guarantee the qua- 
lity of the products such as intermediate or final product 
and process such as the deficiency of the procedure of the 
specified plan, and aim of contract of customer should be 
achieved. Quality of output product and process should 
be achieved with the promised cost and the appointed 
date of delivery. 

If result of activity could not come true according to 
the contract and the project plan, the problem should be 
corrected immediately. It is usually necessary to correct 
because the guarantee of quality responsibility (defect 
responsibility) based on the contract may cause a pro- 
blem that occurred. And, it is necessary to correct pro- 
blem promptly, because the problem has produces the ne- 
gative effect (a loss). Correspondence of second quality 
is an improvement of the problems for the realization of 
attractive quality to satisfy the tacit expectation of the cus- 
tomer and is not included in a quality assurance. 

If we cannot guarantee the primary quality of the pro- 
duct, the problem may occur after delivery to customer. 
When the worst, a recall may occur and asked the com- 
pensation for damages from a customer and continuation 
of the business is spoiled by loss of the trust of the orga- 
nization. Therefore, a quality assurance is the required ac- 
tivities that perform surely in the organization. In addi- 
tion, it is necessary to spread it horizontally so that not 
only correct a problem of merely activity but also avoid 
the same problem occurs in other projects and other or-
ganizations. Furthermore, provisional measures and per- 
manent problem should be divided and should correct 
them. It is necessary to divide it into pieces for measures 
by consideration of the seriousness of the problem and an 
urgent degree, the skill of the personnel required, cost, 
the limitation of the period in provisional measures and 
permanency, and to carry it out. 

3.2. Area of Quality Improvement 

—Domain of the Quality Improvement 
It is a domain of the quality improvement such as the QC 
(Quality Control) circles which have been performed con- 
ventionally. That activity solves the issue that an organi- 
zation holds, and to raise it in attractive quality of prod- 
uct of the organization and the second quality of the 
process, and to meet an expected requirement. The issue 
does not produce the negative effect at that point, but 
may cause positive effect, if we can improve it. We cope 
the improvement issue actualized in the past or at present 
that an attractive quality of product or the more effective 
procedures. The issues may be changed by the applica- 
tion environment of the result.  

And it is necessary to consider the priority while as- 
certaining advancement of the aim, reduction in cost, 
strength and emergency degree of the demand of custo- 
mer including shortening on the appointed delivery date 

because defect responsibility does not necessarily occur, 
and to cope. We can hit a priority in consideration of the 
importance, emergency degree and can go ahead through 
the improvement only when we evaluate the effect that 
we can expect when we solve the issue by the improve- 
ment. The remaining problems are limited as far as there 
is a contract with customers, but issue may not always 
disappear. The improvement of the secondary quality is 
an everlasting theme of the quality control. 

3.3. Area of Static Risk Management 

—Domain of Static Risk Management 
It is a domain called risk management conventionally. 

It may cause future problem by the influenced from a 
product (the intermediate, final) or the process (the defi- 
ciency of the requirement procedure) of the present orga- 
nization and is generally called as risk management. 

Risk is defined as the scale of the damage and proba- 
bility that a problem will produce in future when occur- 
red. 

It may cause big problem for organization in future, if 
we leave a present hold problem when do not take any 
improvement actions and may lay a negative effect (a 
loss). When we do not hit any measures and improve the 
present conditions, it is a problem that will occur in fu- 
ture by the turn of inside situation or change of outside 
environment of organization, and this case has called “sta- 
tic risk” in this study. We investigate a risk to be inherent 
in a product and a process of the present based on cor- 
respondence of policy, risk analysis to a static risk and, 
by risk assessment, calculate the outbreak probability and 
scale of the damage at the time of the outbreak quantita- 
tively and estimate it. In addition, as for the risk mea- 
sures, it is necessary performing based on the considera- 
tion of the priority from the effectiveness and limited in- 
put resources, and to perform “reception, imputation, re- 
duction and evasion” four risk measures correspond to 
the result of risk analysis as the TQM matrix as shown in 
Figure 4. 

3.4. Area of Investment Management 

—Domain of the Investment Management 
The domain of the quality of the investment activity, it is 
a domain called the project management or investment 
management conventionally. The management of the in- 
vestment risk is generally handled as risk management of 
the projects out of an object of the quality management 
in PMBOK [12]. The project can be called the invest- 
ment activity to get a positive effect to expect in the fu- 
ture. Therefore, the project management can be called the 
management of the investment risk, because risk may be 
caused by the activity of project. 

Investment management should be included in the 
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TQM, because that should achieve a current quality 
problem or issues for taking the expected positive effect 
(value) in the future. In this study, the degree of the 
“positive or negative effect” that is caused by the influ- 
ence from project when we hit the measures expecting im- 
provement in future, investment management risk can be 
called dynamic risk. From Figure 4, the dynamic risk is 
defined on the “probability and scale of an effect” when 
it occurred by the project which produce an expectation 
or negative effect by taking new action for improvement. 
Inherent risk of project for a purpose and the accom- 
plishment of a project described in the plan should be 
estimated at the planning before project start. 

From Figure 4, it is necessary for the risk manage- 
ment to perform judgment such as enforcement or avoi- 
dance from the view point of success probability and the 
cost-effectiveness in response to the result of risk and the 
portfolio analysis as a general rule. 

4. Total Quality Management Framework 

Figure 5 is the overall framework of the new TQM 
which is introduced from a concept of both Figures 3 
and 4 suggested. From Figure 5, “input resources, out- 
comes and each domain of management process” has sys- 
tematized. Furthermore, Figure 5 shows the framework of 
whole TQM, which include such as the input for, out- 
comes, constrains and a supporting resources for organi- 
zation activity and conversion process from input into the 
outcomes. The risk management of project and invest- 
ment management have been handled as the specific 
management theme and out of scope of TQM.  

But, in this study, management of risk of project and 
investment can be the important theme of TQM, and 
should be included in the domain of TQM from the con-
sideration of TQM matrix as shown in Figure 4.  

From Figure 5, input for the organizations may be the 
demand from various stakeholders which occurred in the  

 

 

Figure 5. Total frame work of TQM. 

external environment of the organization. Furthermore, 
the outcome is the result of organization activity.  

The organization activity is carried out with input re- 
sources in the line of the factory and the specific environ- 
ment of work, and as the result, product and service has 
be provided. In addition, as the secondary effect, it pro- 
duces various improvement effects or brings the negative 
effect except organization purposes such as the discharge 
of the CO2. The improvement includes the wide meaning 
for various for products such as input and outcomes. And 
discharge of CO2 can be recognized as the negative im-
provement effect.  

First, constrain is the demand for the organizations that 
include aim, budgets and time limit of which agreed with 
customers. Second, constrain include the limitation such 
as law, rule, standard, corporate strategy of the organi- 
zation, financial resource, human resource, facilities en- 
vironment and technologies to support the organization 
activities. The resource of organization is the supporting 
infrastructures that include the various management tech- 
nology, financial resources, information system and hu- 
man resources etc. 

In this study, I have proposed the new framework of 
TQM, that is necessary to lead an organization for suc- 
cess of improvement from such a viewpoint and consi- 
derations. 

4.1. Management of Input  

The input is the new resources need to adopt from the 
outside necessary for organization activity as follows. 

—Demand from customer, human resources, facilities, 
materials, engineering, technique necessary for the de- 
mand from the customers, etc. 

—Demand from Customer 
It is grounds to determine the necessity of the organi- 

zation activity, and the grasp of the demand from custo- 
mer is important to identify a purpose of the organization 
strategy management and the plan management. The de- 
mand is the time limit of activity, customer’s expectation 
of quality and quantity of the cost, etc. Demand of cus- 
tomer is the both agreed “demand stated clearly” and 
“the potential demand” that is the “implicit demand”. We 
should grasp it through a requirements definition process 
with customer. And the necessary demand from customer 
should be defined in to incorporate the aim of organiza- 
tion planning appropriately. 

—Human Resources 
The human resources are the main subject of the or-

ganization activity. Quality improvement and the effi- 
ciency of the organization activity depend on the quality 
of human resources greatly. The human resources is the 
only existence having the thing true to make a value, and 
it is an organization comprised by the personnel required 
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and workers. In addition, the organization is formed by 
the human resources based on some purpose of existence 
ideas. Human resources should have the ability and spe- 
cialty that adapted to the every process of organization 
management from the demanded. For the purpose of achi- 
evement of organization successfully, procurement of the 
human resources should be performed based on con- 
strain from organization strategy. 

4.2. Management of Outcomes  

Quality management is the activity for the quality of result 
of “product or service, and improvement of process” by 
performing TQM for the purpose of improvement as 
shown in Figure 5. 

—Economical Result 
The output of the process is the result of “profit, sales, 

cost reduction, cash flow and asset” by total quality mana- 
gement activity as shown in Figure 5. The information 
such as profitability or productivity, cause or measures 
that occurred by a process of activity of organization are 
included. 

—Result of the Organization Activity 
The output of the process is the result of “quality of 

product or service, and improvement of process” by total 
quality management activity as shown in Figure 5.  

The information such as problems or issues, cause or 
measures that occurred by a process of activity of orga- 
nization are included. The result of process such as “pro- 
duct quality, appointed date of delivery and the cost im- 
provement defined in the plan as aim” may be achieved 
finally by using these quality related information. It is the 
aim of activity that should be accomplished by tissue, 
and the aim should be achieved.  

The product should be popular in the world, and value 
is broken into by you, and advantage is provided.  

The result of quality in use may be different in res- 
ponse to a demand of customer’s needs. The result of 
application effect may the result of “direct or indirect im- 
provement” provided by the organization. The characte- 
ristic of direct result is the characteristics of new product 
developed and information system introduced, etc.  

The characteristic of effect is the improved work pro- 
cess of organization, the expansion of the sales provided 
by the injection of new product to the market, result of 
improvement of productivity and business efficiency 
based on the installed new information system, improve- 
ment of the profit, etc. 

—Effect of Improvement (Kaizen)  
An object of the improvement has the outcome (a 

product or service) and the process of organization. 
The effect of improvement is the degree of improve- 

ment of human skill, the quality of input and outcomes, 
result of the process improvement of organization. 

4.3. Management of Constrain 

—Constrain of the Organization Activity 
It is led by “laws, Corporate strategy, inner companies 
laws, regulation, demand” from the outside of organi- 
zation. Also led by the limitation of resources such as 
“financial resources, human resources, facilities, material, 
and technique” of organization. It is the limitation in-
cluded in an aim set to an organization plan. And the 
example of elements are the “purpose, delivery date, 
planned budget of project” and strategy of organization, 
etc. 

—Strategy of Organization 
They have the inseparable relationship between corpo- 

rate strategy and the process activities of organization. 
It is necessary to draft the organization strategy of the 

organization as a premise of the organization activity. 
The organization activity is placed in the low rank of 

the corporate strategy and influenced by the limitation of 
corporate strategy. 

—Financial Resources of Organization 
The organization activity has the limitation by finan- 

cial resources of organization. For example, the human 
resources of company have an influence on the success 
or failure of the organization activity very much. And, 
lack of human resources may cause the failure. 

—Technique of Organization 
The organization activity has the limitation of techno- 

logy of organization. For example, technique, method, 
tools, management standard, management style of suppor- 
ting, management rule and a standard procedure, etc. 

The limitation of the management support technology 
has an influence on the success or failure of the organiza-
tion activity very much. And, lack of technology may be 
big limitation of the organization activity. 

—Laws and Ordinances, Regulation 
Laws and ordinances are applied to control organiza- 

tion activity. And, such elements are internal law and rule, 
a product standard, an international standard, the office 
rule that organization activity should obey. ISO9000 and 
the Labor Standards Law is recognizes applied law and 
rule, and it is necessary to obey it surely. 

4.4. Management of Resources 

It is the support base which an organization helping pra- 
ctice of the organization activity holds. Examples of ele- 
ments are information system, financial resources, hu- 
man resources, facilities, material and core technology, 
etc. 

—Financial Resources Which an Organization Holds 
The organization activity that a company organization 

carries out is affected by the financial resources which 
the organization holds. For example, the human resour- 
ces that a company holds have an influence on the suc-  
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Table 1. Comparison of total quality management. 

Proposed Framework of new TQM Example of conventional TQM 

Management Theme Content 
Baldrige Criteria for 

Performance Excellence 
Japan Quality Award 

Input  

control 

Management resources to acquire 
for a purpose from the outside of 
the organization 
*Information 
*A finance 
*Human resources 
*Facility, equipment 
*New technology& Tools 

Customer Focus (Category 3) 

3.1 Voice of the Customer 

Understanding of Customer & Market 

—Make confidence with customer 

—Define the customer needs 

—Select and analysis of information system

—Select and analysis of management  
information 

Outcomes 
control 

Result of the organization activity 
*product 
*Service 
*Profit 

Improvement of product & Process
*Information system 
*Finance 
*Human resources 
**Facility 
*Possession technology& Tools 
*Organization 

1.2 Governance and Societal  
Responsibilities 

Results (Category 7) 

7.1 Product and Process Results 

7.2 Customer-Focused Results 

7.3 Workforce-Focused Results 
Purpose 

7.5 Financial and Market Results

Result of activity 

—Result of corporate responsibility 

—Result of leadership 

—Result of improvement of organization 

—Result of improvement of human skill 

—Result of process 

—Result of finance 

—Result of customer satisfaction 

Constrain 
control 

A strategy and an organization rule 
for limitation from the outside for 
purposes and control 

product 

Needs from customer 
*Quality Requirement 
*Schedule & Budget 
*Possession technology& Tools 
*Organization 

1.2 Governance and Societal  
Responsibilities 

Strategic Planning (Category 2) 

2.1 Strategy Development 

2.2 Strategy Implementation 

Strategic Planning and adaptation 

—Strategy Development 

—Strategic control-Select and analysis of 
management information 

Product 

Resource 
control 

The reinforcement of the  
management base which an  
organization holds 
*Inner company Rule 
*A support system 
*A financing base 
*Human resources 
*Education 
*A possession technology& Tools 
*Knowledge data base 

4.2 Knowledge Management,  
Information, and Information 
Technology, Workforce Focus 
(Category 5) 

5.1 Workforce Environment 

5.2 Workforce Engagement 

Promotion process of Value 

—Supporting process 

—Select and analysis of information system 
—Improvement information system 

—Improvement of organization 

& human resource 

—Improvement of human skill 

—Education of human resource 

—Improvement of satisfaction of personnel 

—Improvement of working environment 

Top 

Management 

Readership 

The leadership and the  
responsibility of the person in 
charge of the organization 
*Setting of the composition target 
*Decision making 
*Strategic control 
*Accountability 
*corporate responsibility 

Leadership (Category 1) 

1.1 Senior Leadership 

1.2 Governance and Societal  

Responsibilities 

Strategic Planning (Category 2) 

2.1 Strategy Development 

2.2 Strategy Implementation 

Leadership of top management 

Social responsibility of top management 

—Correspondent of social needs 

—Contribution of society-Strategic control 

—Select and analysis of management 

information 
Process 

Quality  

Assurance 

Work on a guarantee of quality 

*product 

*process 

2.2 Strategy Implementation 

Operations Focus (Category 6) 

6.1 Work Processes 

—Result of customer satisfaction 
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Continued 

Quality  
Improvement 

Quality improvement activities 
*A product 

A person, a thing, money,  
information 
*A process 

A procedure, a method, rules 

Measurement, Analysis, and  
Knowledge Management (Category 4)

4.1 Measurement, Analysis, and  
Improvement of Organizational  
Performance 

4.2 Knowledge Management,  
Information, and Information  
Technology 

Operations Focus (Category 6) 

6.1 Work Processes 

6.2 Operational Effectiveness 

Process of Value promotion 

—Business process improvement 

—make confidence with customer 

Risk 

management 
Static risk management to reduce a 
negative effect 

---- ---- 

 

Investment 

Project 

management 

Dynamic risk management in hope 
of a positive effect 
*Investment management 
*Project management 
*Finance investment 

---- ---- 

 
cess or failure of the organization activity very much. 

And human resources and the facilities become the big 
support factor of the organization activity. 

—The Technique That an Organization Holds 
A theory and the technique are utilized for the purpose 

of quality improvement and efficiency of the organiza- 
tion activity. A technique for the organization manage- 
ment is necessary to let an organization succeed.  

The possession of technology becomes the big support 
factor of the organization activity. It is necessary to iden- 
tify a necessary thing from the plan stage of the organiza- 
tion, and to introduce it to vary according to the process 
of the organization management. 

—Support Information System 
The organization activity is supported by introduced 

information system. 

5. Verification 

Table 1 shows the result of comparison between evalua- 
tion criteria of new TQM that has proposed in this study 
and evaluation criteria of other conventional TQM. 

From Table 1, quality control of forward investment 
activity and the risk management for the future is thin in 
the conventional TQM is recognized.  

Furthermore, it is thought that “the management of in- 
put, outcomes, constrain and resource” is weak based on 
the result of Table 1 from the view point of new TQM 
framework proposed in this study.  

Input resources limited as for the good TQM is given, 
and, as a result, under the limitation condition, how much 
value can provide? TQM is the relative quality of effi- 
ciency to say how much improvement you can bring 
about. And, for the purpose of true improvement of orga- 
nization management quality, not only improve process 

management but also improvement of “input, outcomes, 
constrain and resource of the organization” of organiza- 
tion should be performed. 

6. Conclusions 

In this study, I suggested the theme that it was necessary 
to really perform it in TQM from the viewpoint of the 
framework of the new TQM for an activity theme of the 
TQM which had been pushed forward conventionally as 
shown in Figure 5. From the result of the comparison of 
Table 1, the activity of forward investment and the risk 
management for the future seems to be short in the con- 
ventional TQM. Therefore, we should cope with the spa-
tial and time turn of events of the outside of organization 
when you would like to provide suitable for the sustained 
development of the organization and will offer the con-
tinuous stability-like value to a customer. 

Based on a framework of new TQM, it is thought that 
the reinforcement of the action for forward investment 
activity (like project management or innovation) and the 
risk management that stood in the long term prospects is 
necessary as well as a short term. 

In addition, in the TQM, we should manage the impro- 
vement of quality of “input, outcomes, constrain, resour- 
ces”, and it is thought with the theme that is extremely 
important to the reinforcement of activity improving. 
And it is thought that it is important to evaluate how 
much you laid the result from limited input resources. In 
the framework of new TQM shown in Figure 5, I put the 
leadership of top management in the center of Figure 5 
and locate quality assurance, quality improvement, risk 
management, investment management in the circumfe- 
rence. It is thought that mind about values of the top lea- 
der is very important located in the center of the TQM. 
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The leadership of top management is extremely impor- 
tant for the improvement of management quality. 

If the quality of top management is bad even if the ma- 
nagement system of organization is good, we cannot con- 
tinue to supply the good outcome such as product or ser- 
vice. As a result, it is thought that we cannot secure the 
consequent profit. 

In the future study, the author plans to study the eva- 
luation indicators of management quality of organization 
by each theme proposed in this study and would like to 
verify of them. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, a new context free stemmer is proposed which consists of the combination of traditional rule based system 
with string similarity approach. This algorithm can be called as hybrid algorithm. It is language dependent algorithm. 
Context free stemmer means that stemmer which stems the word that is not based on the context i.e., for every context 
such rule is applied. After stripping the words using traditional context free rule based approach, it may over stem or 
under stem the inflected words which are overcome by applying string similarity function of dynamic programming. 
For measuring the string similarity function, edit distance is used. The stripped inflected word is compared with the 
words stored in a text database available. That word having minimum distance is taken as the substitution of the 
stripped inflected word which leads to the stem of it. The concept of traditional rule based system and corpus based ap- 
proach is heavily used in this approach. This algorithm is tested for Nepali Language which is based on Devanagari 
Script. The approach has given better result in comparison to traditional rule based system particularly for Nepali Lan- 
guage only. The total accuracy of this hybrid algorithm is 70.10% whereas the total accuracy of traditional rule based 
system is 68.43%. 
 
Keywords: String Similarity; Information Retrieval; Text Mining; Natural Language Processing; Dynamic  

Programming 

1. Introduction 

Stemming means finding the root or stem from the given 
inflected word. It is used in Natural Language processing, 
Information Retrieval, Text Mining etc. Mostly, stem- 
ming is used to improve the performance for NLP (Natu- 
ral Language Processing). For example, if the word such 
as “उपरिथह ” is used for NLP. Searching with this long 
string may degrade the performance, but if the stemming 
is done with this word i.e. रिथ. Obviously, the perform- 
ance is increased because we don’t need to search other 
unnecessary words. 

Apart from the Natural Language Processing Task, the 
stemming plays a very important role in text mining task 
of computer science. In the process of stemming normal- 
ly the input tokens are given the core engine which strips 
the inflected word leading to proper root which is used 
for better searching in search engine (Figure 1). 

For stemming purpose, different algorithms are avail- 
able in text mining purpose. They include rule based, ma- 
chine learning based and statistical based algorithms. 

The input and output of the data are given in Table 1 
for the demonstration. The required output is given into 
second column whereas the word to be tested is given in 

the first column. 

2. Literature Review 

Several works have been performed in the field of stem- 
ming including German, Spanish, Indian and etc. Talking 
about Indian stemming which is more similar to Nepali  

 
Table 1. Mapping of inflected word and stem/root. 

Inflected word Root 

उपरिथह  रिथ 

समाचार आचार 

संवेदना वेदना 
औप यािसक उप यास 

अ याव यक आव यक 

 

Inflected Word 
Processing 
Algorithms Stem 

 

Figure 1. Processing for Stemmer. 
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stemming, have performed stemming work in their own 
different local languages like Tamil, Punjabi, Bengali, 
Gujarati, Hindi, Marathi etc. Similarly, Arabians have also 
performed such operation in their local language. Al- 
though many algorithms exists, they are mainly focused 
on their native language only. 

[1] performed stemming approach in Arabic text. They 
used five methods. Of which four of these were posi- 
tional letter ranking approach and fifth was traditional 
rule based system and found that rule based system per- 
formed well when combining with correction algorithm. 
Similarly, [2] used machine learning approach for stem- 
ming approach and it performed high accuracy. For per- 
forming such stemming approach they used different 
classifier like Naïve Bayesian, Bayesian Network, OneR, 
ZeroR and J148 algorithms. [3] used light stemmer with 
heuristic and co-occurrence of information retrieval ap- 
proach. For handling co-occurrence they used clustering 
approach. [4] used different existing stemming algorithms 
and comparisons is made. They include Lovins, Porter 
Stemmer etc. [5] discussed about different stemming algo- 
rithms for English Language and a hybrid algorithm is 
made for Gujarati incorporating different algorithms. Some 
performed stemming of the Arabic text using Hidden 
Markov model [6] which gave more accuracy. Similarly 
[7] stemmed the Hindi Texts using hybrid approach. In 
this approach, they used the combination of brute force 
and suffix stripping approach which tries to remove the 
problem of over-stemming and under-stemming. The very 
preliminary phase of Hindi was Light Stemmer which 
was done by [8]. It is just a set few rules with the help of 
which stemming are done. Similarly, [9] uses stemming 
algorithms for Punjabi words which are based on the 
algorithms defined by [10,11]. It exploits brute force ap- 
proach with few stripping strategy. It just matches the 
patterns and displays the root from the database. It the 
searching word is found, its respective stem is retrieved 
otherwise it just stems the affix and gives the output. [12] 
used stemming approach for text classification in Arabic 
language. For preprocessing the texts, they used stem- 
ming and performed classification. Similarly, [12-17] has 
done research on their different languages like Bengali, 
Punjabi etc. [18] performed research of different stem- 
ming algorithms. [19] explains stemming algorithms for 
Arabic language using parallel corpus and [20] has ex- 
plained different stemming algorithms. [21-23] also per- 
formed different stemming approach for their own lan- 
guage like Nepali and Turkish. 

3. Proposed Model 

For explaining the proposed model, following things are 
taken into consideration: prefix, suffix and root. 

3.1. Suffix 

Suffix means those words that come after the root or 
stem. Around 150 suffixes are taken into consideration. 

3.2. Prefix 

These are the words that are added to the front part of the 
Nepali words. Around 35 words are taken. 

3.3. Roots 

Around 700 complex stem words are taken into consid- 
eration for research activity. 

3.4. Hybrid Methodology  

This algorithm is based on classical rule based stemming 
algorithms like [8]. It exploits the features of string simi- 
larity function of dynamic programming [23]. The com- 
plete flow of algorithm is given in Figure 2 below. 

This algorithms in context free algorithm. i.e., it 
doesn’t care about the context of the word. It strips the 
words from the inflected word. For example, in this al- 
gorithm, after entering the inflected word the stripping 
operation is performed. Incremental stripping approach is  
 

 

Yes 

No 

Start 

End 

Enter Inflected Word 

Strip the Inflected word using rule 
based algorithm 

Calculated Edit distance of stripped word 
with stems 

Distance > 0.50 

Stem 

 

Figure 2. Flow of operation. 
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employed for suffix portion. But for prefix portion, it is 
not employed. For example, उपरिथह ले = उप + रिथ + ह  
+ ले. In this example, “ह ” and “ले” are two suffixes 
stripped through incremental approach and “उप” is prefix. 
Similarly, for prefix portion longest length stripping ap- 
proach is followed. In this method, the longest size of the 
prefix is stripped although there may be presence of an- 
other affix. For example, अमा छे = अ + मा छे and 
अिधकरण = अिध + करण. In this example, “अ” and 
“अिध” both are prefix but priority is given to the prefix 
having longest size like “अिध” not “अ”. 

As 0.50 was found to be the best threshold in [24], it is 
taken as the best threshold. After stripping the word, the 
words are compared with the roots stored in database 
using string similarity function which has used dynamic 
programming approach for comparing. 

The output obtained from this stop is stripped word but 
in some time, the word may be over stripped or under 
stripped. In order to compensate the over stripped or un- 
der stripped words, the concept of string similarity ap- 
proach is exploited. 

4. Evaluation and Output 

For the evaluation purpose, around 1200 complex words 
are taken as test keywords. It was implemented under 
Visual Studio 2008. Programming language was C#. For 
measuring the performance, precision and recall are used. 

The comparison of the hybrid algorithms with tradi- 
tional rule based algorithm is made. The output is listed 
in Table 2. 

Similarly, the output of the stemming using traditional 
rule based system is listed in Table 3. 

5. Conclusion and Limitation 

After performing the research on stemming of Nepali  
Keywords, following conclusions are made: 
 The recall of rule based system was 68.43 and the 

recall of Enhanced system was 72.1. 
 The over stripping and under stripping are recovered 

by Enhanced System. 
 Its context free nature is not handled. 
 Few rules are applied. 
 Incremental stripping of prefix is not allowed. 
 Longest length stripping is not applied in suffix por- 

tion although it is applied in prefix portion. 
 It can be compared with many other algorithms. 
 The less number of words stored in corpus leads to 

wrong output so more number of words are neces- 
sary in corpus. 

 Different thresholds for measuring the distance can be 
used. 

 Different similarity measures can be used and com- 
pared. 

Table 2. Output of rule based system. 

Group No. of keywords Recall Average recall 

1 400 75.25 

2 400 74.45 

3 497 67.60 

72.1 

 
Table 3. Output of modified algorithms. 

Group No. of keywords Recall Average recall 

1 400 74.25 

2 400 70.45 

3 497 60.60 

68.43 
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